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Quitting her husband's house and moving back in with her horrible family, Lady Maccon
becomes the scandal of the London season in the third book of the NYT bestselling Parasol
Protectorate series.Queen Victoria dismisses her from the Shadow Council, and the only person
who can explain anything, Lord Akeldama, unexpectedly leaves town. To top it all off, Alexia is
attacked by homicidal mechanical ladybugs, indicating, as only ladybugs can, the fact that all of
London's vampires are now very much interested in seeing Alexia quite thoroughly dead.While
Lord Maccon elects to get progressively more inebriated and Professor Lyall desperately tries to
hold the Woolsey werewolf pack together, Alexia flees England for Italy in search of the
mysterious Templars. Only they know enough about the preternatural to explain her increasingly
inconvenient condition, but they may be worse than the vampires -- and they're armed with
pesto.Blameless is the third book of the Parasol Protectorate series: a comedy of manners set in
Victorian London, full of werewolves, vampires, dirigibles, and tea-drinking.

About the AuthorMarilyn Takahashi Fordney, CMA-AC, CMT, Formerly Instructor of Medical
Insurance, Medical Terminology, Medical Machine Transcription, and Medical Office
Procedures, Ventura College, Ventura, CA
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rights.AcknowledgmentsThis book really wouldn’t have happened without Kristin, Devi, and
Francesca. No, really, you’d be reading a big fat collection of blank pages right now. Thanks,
ladies, I owe you all wine and cheese! Lots of cheese. And a million hugs to J. Daniel Sawyer,
who was more helpful, more often, than he realized.CHAPTER ONEWherein the Misses
Loontwill Cope with Scandal in Their MidstHow much longer, Mama, must we tolerate this gross
humiliation?”Lady Alexia Maccon paused before entering the breakfast room. Cutting through
the comfortable sounds of chinking teacups and scrunching toast shrilled her sister’s less-than-
dulcet tones. In an unsurprising morning duet of well-practiced whining, Felicity’s voice was soon
followed by Evylin’s.“Yes, Mumsy darling, such a scandal under our roof. We really shouldn’t be
expected to put up with it any longer.”Felicity championed the cause once more. “This is ruining
our chances”—crunch, crunch—“beyond all recuperation. It isn’t to be borne. It really isn’t.”Alexia
made a show of checking her appearance in the hall mirror, hoping to overhear more. Much to
her consternation, the Loontwill’s new butler, Swilkins, came through with a tray of kippers. He
gave her a disapproving glare that said much on his opinion of a young lady caught
eavesdropping on her own family. Eavesdropping was, by rights, a butler’s proprietary art
form.“Good morning, Lady Maccon,” he said loudly enough for the family to hear even through
their chatting and clattering, “you received several messages yesterday.” He handed Alexia two
folded and sealed letters and then waited pointedly for her to precede him into the breakfast
room.“Yesterday! Yesterday! And why, pray tell, did you not give them to me yesterday?”Swilkins
did not reply.Nasty bit of bother, this new butler. Alexia was finding that little was worse in life
than existing in a state of hostility with one’s domestic staff.Entering the breakfast room, Alexia
actually flounced slightly in her annoyance and turned her ire upon those seated before her.
“Good morning, dearest family.”As she made her way to the only empty chair, four pairs of blue
eyes watched her progress with an air of condemnation. Well, three pairs—the Right Honorable
Squire Loontwill was entirely taken with the correct cracking of his soft-boiled egg. This involved
the application of an ingenious little device, rather like a handheld sideways guillotine, that
nipped the tip off the egg in perfect, chipless circularity. Thus happily engrossed, he did not
bother to attend to the arrival of his stepdaughter.Alexia poured herself a glass of barley water
and took a piece of toast from the rack, no butter, trying to ignore the smoky smell of breakfast. It
had once been her favorite meal; now it invariably curdled her stomach. So far, the infant-



inconvenience—as she’d taken to thinking of it—was proving itself far more tiresome than one
would have thought possible, considering it was years away from either speech or action.Mrs.
Loontwill looked with manifest approval at her daughter’s meager selection. “I shall be
comforted,” she said to the table at large, “by the fact that our poor dear Alexia is practically
wasting away for want of her husband’s affection. Such fine feelings of sentimentality.” She
clearly perceived Alexia’s breakfast-starvation tactics as symptoms of a superior bout of
wallowing.Alexia gave her mother an annoyed glance and inflicted minor wrath upon her toast
with the butter knife. Since the infant-inconvenience had added a small amount of weight to
Alexia’s already substantial figure, she was several stone away from “wasting.” Nor was she of a
personality inclined toward wallowing. In addition, she resented the fact that Lord Maccon might
be thought to have anything whatsoever to do with the fact—aside from the obvious, of which
her family was as yet unaware—that she was off her food. She opened her mouth to correct her
mother in this regard, but Felicity interrupted her.“Oh, Mama, I hardly think Alexia is the type to
die of a broken heart.”“Nor is she the type to be gastronomically challenged,” shot back Mrs.
Loontwill.“I, on the other hand,” interjected Evylin, helping herself to a plateful of kippers, “may
jolly well do both.”“Language, Evy darling, please.” Mrs. Loontwill snapped a piece of toast in half
in her distress.The youngest Miss Loontwill rounded on Alexia, pointing a forkful of egg at her
accusingly. “Captain Featherstonehaugh has thrown me over! How do you like that? We
received a note only this morning.”“Captain Featherstonehaugh?” Alexia muttered to herself. “I
thought he was engaged to Ivy Hisselpenny and you were engaged to someone else. How
confusing.”“No, no, Evy’s engaged to him now. Or was. How long have you been staying with us?
Nearly two weeks? Do pay attention, Alexia dear,” Mrs. Loontwill admonished.Evylin sighed
dramatically. “And the dress is already bought and everything. I shall have to have it entirely
made over.”“He did have very nice eyebrows,” consoled Mrs. Loontwill.“Exactly,” crowed Evylin.
“Where will I find another pair of eyebrows like that? Devastated, I tell you, Alexia. I am utterly
devastated. And it is all your fault.”Evylin, it must be noted, did not look nearly so bothered as
one rightly ought over the loss of a fiancé, especially one reputed to possess such heights of
eyebrow preeminence. She stuffed the egg into her mouth and chewed methodically. She had
taken it into her head recently that chewing every bite of food twenty times over would keep her
slender. What it did was keep her at the dinner table longer than anyone else.“He cited
philosophical differences, but we all know why he really broke things off.” Felicity waved a gold-
edged note at Alexia—a note that clearly contained the good captain’s deepest regrets, a note
that, judging from the stains about itself, had received the concerted attention of everyone at the
breakfast table, including the kippers.“I agree.” Alexia calmly sipped her barley water.
“Philosophical differences? That cannot be true. You don’t actually have a philosophy about
anything, do you, Evylin dear?”“So you admit responsibility?” Evylin was moved to swallow early
so she could launch the attack once more. She tossed her blond curls, only one or two shades
removed from the color of her egg.“Certainly not. I never even met the man.”“But it is still your
fault. Abandoning your husband like that, staying with us instead of him. It is outrageous. People.



Are. Talking.” Evylin emphasized her words by stabbing ruthlessly at a sausage.“People do tend
to talk. I believe it is generally considered one of the better modes of communication.”“Oh, why
must you be so impossible? Mama, do something about her.” Evylin gave up on the sausage and
went on to a second fried egg.“You hardly seem very cut up about it.” Alexia watched as her
sister chewed away.“Oh, I assure you, poor Evy is deeply effected. Shockingly overwrought,”
said Mrs. Loontwill.“Surely you mean affected?” Alexia was not above a barb or two where her
family was concerned.At the end of the table, Squire Loontwill, the only one likely to understand
a literary joke, softly chortled.“Herbert,” his wife reprimanded immediately, “don’t encourage her
to be pert. Most unattractive quality in a married lady, pertness.” She turned back to Alexia. Mrs.
Loontwill’s face, that of a pretty woman who had aged without realizing it, screwed itself up into a
grimace Alexia supposed was meant to simulate motherly concern. Instead she looked like a
Pekingese with digestive complaints. “Is that what the estrangement with him is over, Alexia?
You weren’t… brainy… with him, were you, dear?” Mrs. Loontwill had refrained from referring to
Lord Maccon by name ever since her daughter’s marriage, as if by doing so she might hold on to
the fact that Alexia had married—a condition believed by most to be highly unlikely right up until
the fateful event—without having to remember what she had married. A peer of the realm, it was
true, and one of Her Majesty’s finest, to be certain, but also a werewolf. It hadn’t helped that Lord
Maccon loathed Mrs. Loontwill and didn’t mind who knew it, including Mrs. Loontwill. Why, Alexia
remembered, once, he had even—She stopped herself from further thought of her husband,
squashing the memory ruthlessly. Unfortunately, she found that the agitation of her thoughts had
resulted in toast mutilated beyond all hope of consumption. With a sigh, she helped herself to
another piece.“It seems clear to me,” interjected Felicity with an air of finality, “that your presence
here, Alexia, has somehow overset Evy’s engagement. Even you cannot argue your way out of
that, sister dear.”Felicity and Evylin were Alexia’s younger half-sisters by birth and were entirely
unrelated if one took into account any other factors. They were short, blond, and slender, while
Alexia was tall, dark, and, quite frankly, not so very slender. Alexia was known throughout
London for her intellectual prowess, patronage of the scientific community, and biting wit. Felicity
and Evylin were known for their puffed sleeves. The world, as a result, was generally more
peaceful when the three were not living under the same roof.“And we are all aware of how
considered and unbiased your opinion is on the matter, Felicity.” Alexia’s tone was
unruffled.Felicity picked up the scandal section of the Lady’s Daily Chirrup, clearly indicating she
wanted nothing more to do with the conversation.Mrs. Loontwill dove courageously on. “Surely,
Alexia, darling, it is high time you returned home to Woolsey? I mean to say, you’ve been with us
nearly a week, and, of course, we do love having you, but he is rumored to be back from
Scotland now.”“Bully for him.”“Alexia! What a shocking thing to say!”Evylin interjected. “No one
has seen him in town, of course, but they say he returned to Woolsey yesterday.”“Who
says?”Felicity crinkled the gossip section of the paper explanatorily.“Oh, they.”“He must be
pining for you, my dear,” Mrs. Loontwill resumed the attack. “Pining away, miserable for want of
your…” She flailed.“For want of my what, Mama?”“Uh, scintillating companionship.”Alexia



snorted—at the dining table. Conall may have enjoyed her bluntness on rare occasion, but if he
missed anything, she doubted her wit was top of the list. Lord Maccon was a werewolf of hearty
appetites, to say the least. What he would miss most about his wife was located substantially
lower than her tongue. An image of her husband’s face momentarily broke her resolve. That look
in his eyes the last time they saw each other—so betrayed. But what he believed of her, the fact
that he doubted her in such a way, was inexcusable. How dare he leave her remembering some
lost-puppy look simply to toy with her sympathies! Alexia Maccon made herself relive the things
he had said to her, right then and there. She was never going to go back to that—her mind
grappled for a description—that untrusting nitwit!Lady Alexia Maccon was the type of woman
who, if thrown into a briar patch, would start to tidy it up by stripping off all the thorns. Over the
past few weeks and throughout the course of an inexcusably foul train journey back from
Scotland, she thought she had come to terms with her husband’s rejection of both her and their
child. She was finding, however, at the oddest and most irregular moments, that she hadn’t. She
would feel the betrayal, like some writhing ache just under her ribs, and become both incredibly
hurt and transcendently angry without warning. It was exactly like an acute attack of indigestion—
only with one’s finer feelings involved. In her more lucid moments, Alexia reasoned that the
cause of this sensation was the unjustness of it all. She was quite accustomed to defending
herself for having done something inappropriate, but defending herself when completely
innocent made for a dissimilar, and far more frustrating, experience. Not even Bogglington’s Best
Darjeeling succeeded in soothing her temper. And if tea wasn’t good enough, well, what was a
lady to do? It was not, certainly not, that she still loved the man. That was entirely illogical. But
the fact remained that Alexia’s temper was tender about the edges. Her family ought to have
recognized the signs.Felicity snapped the paper closed suddenly, her face an uncharacteristic
red color.“Oh, dear.” Mrs. Loontwill fanned herself with a starched doily. “What now?”Squire
Loontwill glanced up and then took refuge in close examination of his egg.“Nothing.” Felicity tried
to shove the paper under her plate.Evylin was having none of it. She reached over, snatched it
away, and began scanning through it, looking for whatever juicy tittle-tattle had so disturbed her
sister.Felicity nibbled on a scone and looked guiltily at Alexia.Alexia had a sudden sinking
feeling in the pit of her stomach. She finished her barley water with some difficulty and sat back
in her chair.“Oh, golly!” Evylin seemed to have found the troublesome passage. She read it out
for all to hear. “ ‘London was flabbergasted last week when news reached this reporter’s ears
that Lady Maccon, previously Alexia Tarabotti, daughter of Mrs. Loontwill, sister to Felicity and
Evylin, and stepdaughter to the Honorable Squire Loontwill, had quit her husband’s house, after
returning from Scotland without said husband. Speculation as to the reason has been ample,
ranging from suspicions as to Lady Maccon’s intimate relationship with the rove vampire Lord
Akeldama, to suspected family differences hinted at by the Misses Loontwill’—oh look, Felicity,
they mentioned us twice!—‘and certain lower-class social acquaintances. Lady Maccon cut
quite a fashionable swath through London society after her marriage’—la, la, la… Ah! Here it
picks up again—‘but it has been revealed by sources intimately connected to the noble couple



that Lady Maccon is, in fact, in a most delicate condition. Given Lord Maccon’s age,
supernatural inclination, and legally recognized postnecrosis status, it must be assumed that
Lady Maccon has been indiscreet. While we await physical confirmation, all signs point to The
Scandal of the Century.’ ”Everyone looked at Alexia and began talking at once.Evylin snapped
the paper closed, the crisp noise silencing her family. “Well, that explains that! Captain
Featherstonehaugh must have read this. Which is why he broke off our engagement this
morning. Felicity was right! This really is your fault! How could you be so thoughtless,
Alexia?”“No wonder she’s been off her feed,” commented Squire Loontwill unhelpfully.Mrs.
Loontwill rose to the occasion. “This is simply too much for a mother to endure. Too much!
Alexia, how did you manage to bungle matters so completely? Didn’t I raise you to be a good,
respectful girl? Oh, I don’t know what to say!” Words failed Mrs. Loontwill. Luckily, she did not try
to strike her daughter. She had done that once, and it hadn’t worked out well for anyone. Alexia
had ended up married as a result.Alexia stood. Angry again. I spend a considerable time out of
temper these days, she reflected. Only four people had known of her unseemly condition. Three
of them would never even consider talking to the press. Which left only one option, an option that
was currently wearing the most reprehensible blue lace dress, sporting a suspiciously red face,
and sitting across from her at the breakfast table.“Felicity, I should have realized you wouldn’t be
able to keep your trap shut!”“It wasn’t me!” Felicity instantly leaped to the defensive. “It must have
been Madame Lefoux. You know how these Frenchwomen are! They’ll say anything for a
modicum of fame and money.”“Felicity, you knew about Alexia’s condition and did not inform
me?” Mrs. Loontwill recovered from her shock just in time to be shocked again. That Alexia
would keep a secret from her own mother was to be expected, but Felicity was supposed to be
on Mrs. Loontwill’s side. The chit had been bribed with enough pairs of shoes over the
years.Lady Alexia Maccon slammed one hand down on the tabletop, causing teacups to rattle
ominously, and leaned forward toward her sister. It was an unconscious application of
intimidation tactics learned during several months spent living with a werewolf pack. She was
nowhere near as hairy as was generally required for the maneuver, but she still managed to
execute it flawlessly. “Madame Lefoux would do no such thing. I happen to know for a fact she is
the soul of discretion. Only one person would talk, and that person is not French. You promised
me, Felicity. I gave you my favorite amethyst necklace to keep silent.”“Is that how you got it?”
Evylin was envious.“Who is the father, then?” asked Squire Loontwill, apparently feeling he
ought to try and steer the conversation in a more productive direction. The ladies, fluttering
agitatedly all around the table, entirely ignored him. This was a state comfortable to them all. The
squire sucked his teeth in resignation and went back to his breakfast.Felicity went from
defensive to sulky. “It was only Miss Wibbley and Miss Twittergaddle. How was I to know they
would go running off to the press?”“Miss Twittergaddle’s father owns the Chirrup. As you are very
well aware!” But then Alexia’s anger simmered off slightly. The fact that Felicity had held her
tongue for several weeks was practically a miracle of the third age of mankind. Undoubtedly,
Felicity had told the young ladies in order to garner attention, but she probably also knew such



gossip would effectively dissolve Evylin’s engagement and ruin Alexia’s life. Sometime after
Alexia’s wedding, Felicity had evolved from frivolous to outright spiteful, which, combined with a
gooseberry-sized brain, resulted in her being an acutely disastrous human being.“After all this
family has done for you, Alexia!” Mrs. Loontwill continued to heap recriminations on her
daughter. “After Herbert permitted you back into the safety of his bosom!” Squire Loontwill
looked up at that turn of phrase, then down at his portly frame with disbelief. “After the pains I
went through to see you safely married. To go outside of all standards of decency like a common
strumpet. It is simply intolerable.”“Exactly my point all along,” stated Felicity smugly.Driven to
heights of exasperation, Alexia reached for the plate of kippers and, after due consideration of
about three seconds, upended it over her sister’s head.Felicity shrieked something fierce.“But,”
Alexia muttered under the resulting pandemonium, “it is his child.”“What was that?” Squire
Loontwill brought a hand down sharply on the tabletop this time.“It is his bloody child. I have not
been with anyone else.” Alexia yelled it over Felicity’s whimpering.“Alexia! Don’t be crass. There
is no need for specifics. Everyone is well aware that is not possible. Your husband is basically
dead, or was basically dead and is mostly dead now.” Mrs. Loontwill appeared to be confusing
herself. She shook her head like a wet poodle and sallied stoically on with her diatribe.
“Regardless, a werewolf fathering a child is like a vampire or a ghost producing offspring—
patently ridiculous.”“Well, so is this family, but you all appear to exist in accordance with the
natural order.”“What was that?”“In this case, ‘ridiculous’ would seem to require a redefinition.”
Blast this child to all four corners of hell, anyway, thought Alexia.“You see how she is?”
interjected Felicity, picking kipper off herself and glowering murderously. “She just keeps talking
like that. Won’t admit to doing a single thing wrong. He has chucked her over—are you aware of
that? She is not returning to Woolsey because she cannot return. Lord Maccon cast her out.
That is why we left Scotland.”“Oh, my goodness. Herbert! Herbert, did you hear that?” Mrs.
Loontwill looked about ready to have the vapors.Alexia wasn’t certain if this was manufactured
distress at Conall publicly booting Alexia or if it was genuine horror at the prospect of having to
board her eldest for the foreseeable future.“Herbert, do something!” Mrs. Loontwill wailed.“I have
died and gone to the land of bad novels,” was Squire Loontwill’s response. “I am ill-equipped to
cope with such an occurrence. Leticia, my dear, I leave it entirely in your capable hands.”A more
inappropriate phrase had never yet been applied to his wife, whose hands were capable of
nothing more complex than the occasional, highly stressful, bout of embroidery. Mrs. Loontwill
cast said hands heavenward and sagged back into her chair in a partial faint.“Oh, no, you don’t,
Papa.” An edge of steel entered Felicity’s tone. “Forgive me for being autocratic, but you must
understand Alexia’s continued presence under our roof is entirely untenable. Such a scandal as
this will substantially hinder our chances of matrimony, even without her actual attendance. You
must send her away and forbid her further contact with the family. I recommend we quit London
immediately. Perhaps for a European tour?”Evylin clapped her hands, and Alexia was left
wondering how much planning Felicity had put into this little betrayal. She looked hard into her
sister’s unexpectedly pitiless face. Deceitful little plonker! I should have hit her with something



harder than kippers.Squire Loontwill was taken aback by Felicity’s forthright talk, but always a
man to take the path of least resistance, he took stock of his collapsed wife and fierce-faced
daughter and rang the bell for the butler.“Swilkins, go upstairs immediately and pack Lady
Maccon’s things.”Swilkins remained motionless, impassive in his surprise.“Now, man!” snapped
Felicity.Swilkins retreated.Alexia made a little huffing noise of exasperation. Just wait until she
told Conall about this latest familial absurdity. Why he’d… Ah, yes, never mind. Her anger once
again died, buckling under the ache of a werewolf-sized hole. Attempting to fill up the void with
something, she helped herself to a dollop of marmalade and, because she had nothing left to
lose, ate it directly off the spoon.At that, Mrs. Loontwill actually did faint.Squire Loontwill gave his
wife’s limp form a long look and then, with due consideration, left her there for the time being and
retreated to the smoking room.Alexia remembered her mail, and since she needed a distraction
and would rather do anything other than converse further with her sisters, she picked up the first
letter and broke the seal. Until that moment, she had actually thought things couldn’t get any
worse.The seal on the letter was unmistakable—a lion and a unicorn with a crown in between.
The message on the interior was equally forthright. Lady Maccon’s presence was no longer
welcome at Buckingham Palace. The Queen of England would henceforth be unable to receive
her. Lady Maccon’s duties as a member of the Shadow Council were suspended until further
notice. She no longer carried Her Majesty’s confidence or authority. The position of muhjah was
once more vacant. She was thanked kindly for her previous services and wished a pleasant
day.Alexia Maccon stood up very decidedly, left the breakfast room, and walked directly into the
kitchen, ignoring the startled servants. With barely a pause, she marched over and stuffed the
official missive into the huge iron range that dominated the room. It caught fire and immolated
instantly. Craving solitude, she went from the kitchen into the back parlor, rather than back to the
breakfast room. She wanted to retire to her room and crawl back under the bed covers in a tiny—
well, not that tiny—ball. But she was already dressed, and principles must be maintained even in
the direst of times.She should not have been surprised. For all her progressive politics, Queen
Victoria was morally conservative. She still wore mourning for her husband, dead, ghosted, and
gone for over a decade. And if any woman didn’t look good in black, it was Queen Victoria.
There was no way that the queen would allow Lady Maccon to continue in her clandestine role
of preternatural advisor and field agent, even if it remained an entirely secret and classified
position. Lady Maccon could not possibly have even a hint of an association with the queen, not
now that she had become a social pariah. The morning’s news was probably already common
knowledge.Alexia sighed. The potentate and the dewan, fellow members of the Shadow
Council, would be delighted to see her gone. She hadn’t exactly made life easy for them. That,
too, had been part of the job requirements. She experienced a shiver of apprehension. Without
Conall and the Woolsey Pack to protect her, there were probably quite a number of individuals
who would count her as better off deceased. She rang the bell for one of the maids and sent her
to retrieve her parasol-cum-weapon before the butler packed it away. The maid returned shortly,
and Alexia felt slightly comforted by having her favorite accessory on hand.Her thoughts,



unbidden, returned once more to her husband, who had so thoughtfully gifted her with the
deadly ornament. Damn and blast Conall. Why didn’t he believe her? So what if all known history
contradicted her? History wasn’t precisely revered for its accuracy at the best of times. Nor was
it overflowing with female preternaturals. Scientifically, no one understood how she was what
she was or did what she did even now, with all England’s vaunted technology. So what if he was
mostly dead? Her touch turned him mortal, didn’t it? Why couldn’t it also turn him human enough
to be able to give her a child? Was that so impossible to believe? Horrible man. So like a
werewolf to get overly emotional and fluff up the duster like that.Just thinking about him and
Alexia became overcome with sentiment. Annoyed at her own weakness, she dabbed the tears
away and looked to her other note, expecting more bad news. However, the writing on this one,
bold and entirely too flowery, made her give a watery smile. She’d sent a card ’round shortly after
she returned to London. She wouldn’t be so rude as to ask, but she had hinted at her
uncomfortable domestic situation, and he, of course, would know what had happened. He
always knew what was happening.“My darling Chamomile Button!” he wrote. “I received your
card, and given certain recent intelligence, it has occurred to me that you may be in ever-
increasing need of accommodation but were far too polite to request it openly. Let me tender my
most humble offer, to the only person in all of England currently thought more outrageous than
myself. You would be welcome to share my unworthy domicile and hospitality, such as they are.
Yours, et cetera, Lord Akeldama.”Alexia grinned. She had been hoping he would read the appeal
behind her formal social nicety. Even though his card had been written before her condition had
become public knowledge, she suspected her vampire friend would still be amenable to an
extended visit and had probably already known about the pregnancy. Lord Akeldama was a rove
of such consistently shocking dress and manner that his reputation could only be amplified by
taking in the now-ruined Lady Maccon. In addition, he would have her at his mercy and disposal,
thus able to extract all truths from her ad nauseam. Of course, she intended to accept his offer,
hoping that, as the invitation had been made yesterday—damn the irascible Swilkins—she was
not too late. She was rather looking forward to the prospect. Lord Akeldama’s abode and table
were quite the opposite of humble, and he kept the companionship of a large collective of such
shining paragons of foppishness as to make any sojourn in his company one of unending visual
delight. Relieved that she was no longer homeless, Lady Maccon sent a note to that effect. She
took pains to ensure that the missive was carried by the Loontwills’ most attractive
footman.Maybe Lord Akeldama would know something that would explain the presence of a
child parasiting about inside her. He was a very old vampire; perhaps he could help prove to
Conall her upstanding virtue. The ludicrousness of that thought—Lord Akeldama and virtue in
the same sentence—made her smile.Her luggage packed and her hat and cape in place, Alexia
was preparing to quit her family’s house, probably for the last time, when yet more mail arrived
addressed to her. It was in the form of a suspicious package accompanied by a message. This
time she intercepted it before Swilkins could get his mitts on it.The package contained a hat of
such unparalleled biliousness that Alexia had no doubt as to its origin. It was a felt toque, bright



yellow in color and trimmed with fake black currants, velvet ribbon, and a pair of green feathers
that looked like the feelers from some unfortunate sea creature. The accompanying note
boasted remarkably exclamatory grammar and, if possible, attained new heights of flowery
penmanship above and beyond that of Lord Akeldama. It was, admittedly, a tad harrowing to
read.“Alexia Tarabotti Maccon, how could you behave so wickedly! I just read the morning paper.
You had my heart in my chest, you really did! Of course, I should never have believed such a
thing in all my born days! Never! In fact, I do not believe a word of it now. You understand that we
—Tunny and I—would love to have you to stay, but circumstances being, as they say,
indefensible—or it is indefatigable?—we cannot possibly tender the offer. You understand? I’m
certain you do. Don’t you? But I thought you might require some consoling, and I remembered
how much attention you paid this adorable hat last time we were out shopping together—ah,
these many months ago, in our careless youth, or do I mean carefree youth?—so I picked this
out for you at Chapeau de Poupe. I had intended it to be a Christmas gift, but such an emotional
crisis as you must be suffering clearly indicates that now is obviously a far more important time
for hats. Wouldn’t you say? Love, love, love, Ivy.”Alexia perfectly understood all the things Ivy
hadn’t written, if such a thing was to be believed possible given the length of the missive. Ivy and
her new husband were committed theatricals and, quite frankly, could not afford to lose
patronage through association with the now-besmirched Lady Maccon. Alexia was relieved she
would not have to turn them down. The couple lived in the most horrible little set of apartments
imaginable, down in the West End. They had, for example, only one parlor. Lady Maccon
shuddered delicately.Tucking the repulsive hat under her arm and grabbing her trusty parasol,
Alexia made her way down to the waiting carriage. She gave Swilkins a haughty sniff as he
handed her up and directed the driver on to Lord Akeldama’s town house.CHAPTER TWOIn
Which Lord Maccon Is Likened to a Small CucumberLord Akeldama’s house was located in one
of the most fashionable parts of London. A part that had probably become fashionable because
it was fortunate enough to host said town house. Lord Akeldama did everything fashionably,
sometimes to the exclusion of all else, including common sense. If Lord Akeldama were to take
up wrestling in vats of jellied eels, it would probably become fashionable within a fortnight. The
exterior of his house had been recently redecorated to the height of modern taste and the
worshipful approval of the ton. It was painted pale lavender with gold trim swirling and flouncing
around every window and aperture. An herbaceous border of lilac bushes, sunflowers, and
pansies had been planted as a complement, forming a pleasing three-level effect as visitors
wandered up to the front steps, even in winter. The house stood as a solo bastion of cheer,
battling valiantly against the London sky, which had undertaken its customary stance halfway
between an indifferent gray and a malnourished drizzle.No one responded to Lady Maccon’s
knock, nor to her tug on the bell rope, but the gilded front door had been left unlocked. Waving at
the driver to wait, Alexia made her way cautiously inside, parasol up and at the ready. The rooms
lay in unabashed splendor—fluffy carpets depicting romantically inclined shepherds, paired with
arched ceilings playing host to equally amorous cherubs painted a la Roma.“Halloo. Anybody



home?”The place was completely and utterly deserted, obviously in exceptional haste. Not only
was there no Lord Akeldama, but there was no Biffy, nor any other drone. Lord Akeldama’s
abode was normally a carnival of delights: discarded top hats and piles of playbills, the scent of
expensive cigars and French cologne, and it boasted a background hum of chatter and hilarity.
The silence and stillness were all the more noticeable by comparison.Alexia made her way
slowly through the empty rooms, as though she were an archaeologist visiting an abandoned
tomb. All she found was evidence of departure, certain items of importance taken down from
places of honor. The gold pipe was missing, the one that normally sat atop the mantelpiece in
the drawing room like some revered item of plumbing but that—Alexia knew from personal
experience—hid two curved blades. The fact that Lord Akeldama saw fit to take that particular
item with him did not bode well for the reason behind his departure.The only living thing on the
premises, aside from Alexia, appeared to be the resident cat. The feline in question was a fat
calico that possessed the disposition of a placid narcoleptic and that roused only periodically to
enact potent and vicious revenge upon the nearest tasseled throw pillow. Currently, the animal
lay sprawled across a puffy hassock, the remains of three decapitated tassels nestled near her
chin. Cats, as a general rule, were the only creatures that tolerated vampires. Most other animals
had what the scientists termed a well-developed prey response behavior pattern. Felines,
apparently, didn’t consider themselves vampire prey. This one, however, was so utterly
indifferent to any non-tassel-related creature, she could probably have tolerated residency
among a pack of werewolves.“Where has your master disappeared to, Fatty?” Alexia inquired of
the creature.The cat had no definitive answer but graciously allowed herself to be scratched
under the chin. She was sporting a most peculiar metal collar, and Lady Maccon was just
bending down to examine it closer when she heard muffled footsteps in the hallway behind
her.Lord Conall Maccon was drunk.He was not drunk in the halfhearted manner of most
supernatural creatures, wherein twelve pints of bitter had finally turned the world slightly fuzzy.
No, Lord Maccon was rip-roaring, tumble down, without a doubt, pickled beyond the gherkin.It
took an enormous quantity of alcohol to get a werewolf that inebriated. And, reflected Professor
Lyall as he steered his Alpha around the side of an inconvenient potshed, it was almost as
miraculous a feat to attain such quantities as it was to ingest them. How had Lord Maccon
finagled such an arrangement? Not only that, how had he managed to acquire said booze so
consistently over the past three days without visiting London or tapping into Woolsey Castle’s
well-stocked cellar? Really, thought the Beta in annoyance, such powers of alcoholism could
almost be thought supernatural.Lord Maccon lurched heavily into the side of the potshed. The
meat of his left shoulder and upper arm crashed against the oak siding. The entire building
swayed on its foundation.“Pardon,” apologized the earl with a small hiccough, “didna see ya
there.”“For Pete’s sake, Conall,” said his Beta in tones of the deeply put-upon, “how did you
manage to get so corned?” He tugged his Alpha away from the abused shed.“Na drunk,” insisted
his lordship, throwing one substantial arm across his Beta’s shoulders and leaning heavily upon
it. “Jush a tiny little slightly small bit’a squiffy.” His lordship’s accent got distinctly more Scottish in



times of great stress, strong emotion, or, apparently, under the influence of vast amounts of
liquid intoxicants.They left the safety of the potshed.The earl pitched forward suddenly, his grip
on his Beta the only thing that managed to keep him upright. “Whoa! Watch that bit’o ground
there, would ya? Tricky, tricky, jumps right up at a man.”“Where did you acquire the alcohol?”
Professor Lyall asked again as he tried valiantly to get his Alpha back on track across the wide
lawn of Woolsey’s extensive grounds, toward the castle proper. It was like trying to steer a
steamboat through a tub of turbulent molasses. A normal human would have buckled under the
strain, but Lyall was lucky enough to have supernatural strength to call upon at times of great
difficulty. Lord Maccon wasn’t simply big; he was also tremendously solid, like a walking, talking
Roman fortification.“And how did you get all the way out here? I distinctly remember tucking you
into bed before leaving your room last night.” Professor Lyall spoke very clearly and precisely, not
entirely sure how much was seeping into his Alpha’s thick skull.Lord Maccon’s head bobbed
slightly as he attempted to follow Professor Lyall’s words.“Went for a wee nightly run. Needed
peace and quiet. Needed air in my fur. Needed fields under my paws. Needed, oh I canna—hic—
explain… needed the company of hedgehogs.”“And did you find it?”“Find what? No hedgehogs.
Stupid hedgehogs.” Lord Maccon tripped over a daphne bush, one of the many that lined the
pathway leading up to a side entrance of the house. “Who bloody well put that there?”“Peace,
did you find peace?”Lord Maccon stopped and drew himself upright, straightening his spine and
throwing his shoulders back. It was an action driven by memory of military service. It caused him
to positively tower over his second. Despite his ramrod-straight back, the Alpha managed to
sway side to side, as if the aforementioned molasses-bound steamboat was now weathering a
violent storm.“Do I,” he enunciated very carefully, “look like I have found peace?”Professor Lyall
had nothing to say in response to that.“Exactly!” Lord Maccon made a wide and flailing gesture.
“She is wedged”—he pointed two thick fingers at his head as though they formed a pistol
—“here.” Then rammed them at his chest. “And here. Canna shake her. Stickier than”—his
powers of metaphor failed him—“stickier than… cold porridge getting all gloopy on the side of a
bowl,” he finally came up with triumphantly.Professor Lyall wondered what Lady Alexia Maccon
would say to being compared to such a pedestrian foodstuff. She would probably compare her
husband to something even less agreeable, like haggis.Lord Maccon looked at his Beta with
wide, soulful eyes, the color of which changed with his mood. Currently they were a watered-
down caramel and highly unfocused. “Why’d she have ta go an do a thing like that?”“I don’t think
she did.” Professor Lyall had been meaning to have this out with his Alpha for some time. He had
simply hoped the discussion would occur during one of Lord Maccon’s rare moments of
sobriety.“Well, then, why’d she lie about it?”“No. I mean to say, I do not believe she was lying.”
Lyall stood his ground. A Beta’s main function within the werewolf pack was to support his Alpha
in all things—publicly, and to question him as much as possible—privately.Lord Maccon cleared
his throat and looked at his Beta in myopic seriousness from under fierce eyebrows. “Randolph,
this may come as a shock, but I am a werewolf.”“Yes, my lord.”“Two hundred and one years of
age.”“Yes, my lord.”“Pregnancy, under such circumstances, you must understand, is not



possible.”“Certainly not for you, my lord.”“Thank you, Randolph, that is verra helpful.”Professor
Lyall had thought it rather funny, but he’d never been much good at humor. “But, sir, we
understand so very little about the preternatural state. And the vampires never did like the idea of
you marrying her. Could it be they knew something?”“Vampires always know something.”“About
what might happen. About the possibility of a child, I mean.”“Poppycock! The howlers would
have said somewhat to me at the outset.”“Howlers do not always remember everything, do they?
They cannot remember what happened to Egypt, for one.”“God-Breaker Plague? You saying
Alexia is pregnant with the God-Breaker Plague?”Lyall didn’t even dignify that with an answer.
The God-Breaker Plague was the werewolf moniker for the fact that in Egypt supernatural
abilities were rendered negligible. It could not, by any stretch of the imagination, act as a
paternal agent.They finally made it to the castle, and Lord Maccon was momentarily distracted
by the Herculean task of trying to climb steps.“You know,” continued the earl in outraged hurt
once he’d attained the small landing, “I groveled for that woman. Me!” He glared at Professor
Lyall. “An’ you told me to!”Professor Lyall puffed out his cheeks in exasperation. It was like trying
to have a conversation with a distracted and very soggy scone. Every time he pushed in one
direction the earl either oozed or crumbled. If he could simply get Lord Maccon off the sauce he
might be able to talk some sense into him. The Alpha was notoriously emotional and heavy-
handed in these matters, prone to flying off the cogs, but he could usually be brought around to
reason eventually. He wasn’t all that dim.Professor Lyall knew Lady Maccon’s character; she
might be capable of betraying her husband, but if she had done so, she would admit to it openly.
Thus, logic dictated she was telling the truth. Lyall was enough of a scientist to conclude from
this that the currently accepted gospel truth, that supernatural creatures could not impregnate
mortal women, was flawed. Even Lord Maccon, pigheaded and hurt, could be convinced of this
line of reasoning eventually. After all, the earl could not possibly want to believe Alexia capable
of infidelity. At this point, he was simply wallowing.“Don’t you think it’s about time you sobered
up?”“Wait, lemme ponder that.” Lord Maccon paused, as though giving the matter deep
consideration. “Nope.”They made their way inside Woolsey Castle, which was no castle at all but
more a manor with delusions of dignity. There were stories about the previous owner that no one
entirely believed, but one thing was for certain: the man had an unhealthy passion for flying
buttresses.Lyall was grateful to be out of the sun. He was old enough and strong enough not to
be bothered by direct sunlight for short lengths of time, but that didn’t mean he enjoyed the
sensation. It felt like a tingling buzz just underneath the skin, highly unpleasant. Lord Maccon, of
course, never seemed to notice sunlight at all, even when he was sober—Alphas!“So where are
you acquiring the alcohol, my lord?”“Didna drink—hic—any alcohol.” Lord Maccon winked at his
Beta and patted him on the shoulder affectionately, as though they were sharing some great
secret.Lyall was having none of that. “Well, my lord, I think perhaps you would have had
to.”“Nope.”A tall, striking blond, with a perennially curled lip and hair in a military queue, rounded
a corner of the hall and halted upon seeing them. “Is he soused again?”“If you mean, ‘is he drunk
still?’ then, yes.”“Where, in all that is holy, is he getting the plonk?”“Do you think I haven’t tried to



figure that out? Don’t just stand there gawping. Make yourself useful.”Major Channing Channing
of the Chesterfield Channings slouched reluctantly over to brace his pack leader from the other
side. Together the Beta and the Gamma steered their Alpha down the hall to the central
staircase, up several floors, over, and up the final steps to the earl’s tower sleeping chamber.
They managed this with only three casualties: Lord Maccon’s dignity (which hadn’t very far to fall
at that point), Major Channing’s elbow (which met a mahogany finial), and an innocent Etruscan
vase (which died so that Lord Maccon could lurch with sufficient exaggeration).During the
course of the proceedings, Lord Maccon started to sing. It was some obscure Scottish ballad, or
perhaps some newer, more modern piece about cats dying—it was difficult to tell with Lord
Maccon. Before his metamorphosis, he had been a rather well-thought-of opera singer, or so the
rumors went, but all remnants of pitch were shredded beyond hope of salvation during his
change to supernatural state. His skill as a singer had fled along with the bulk of his soul, leaving
behind a man who could inflict real pain with the slightest ditty. Metamorphosis, reflected Lyall,
wincing, was kinder to some than to others.“Dinna wanna,” objected his lordship at the entrance
to his sleeping chamber. “Reminds me.”There was no trace of Alexia left in the room. She’d
cleared out all of her personal possessions as soon as she returned from Scotland. But the three
men in the doorway were werewolves; they merely needed to sniff the air and her scent was
there—vanilla with a trace of cinnamon.“This is going to be a long week,” said Channing in
exasperation.“Just help me get him into bed.”The two werewolves managed, through dint of
cajoling and brute force, to get Lord Maccon into his large four-poster bed. Once there, he
flopped facedown, and almost immediately began snoring.“Something simply must be done
about him.” Channing’s accent was that of the privileged elite. It irritated Professor Lyall that the
Gamma had never bothered to modify it over the decades. In the modern age, only elderly
dowagers with too many teeth still spoke English that way.Lyall refrained from comment.“What if
we have a challenger or a bid for metamorphosis? We should be getting more of both now that
he has successfully changed a female into a werewolf. You cannot keep Lady Kingair a secret in
Scotland forever.” Channing’s tone was full of both pride and annoyance. “Claviger petitions have
already escalated; our Alpha should be handling those, not spending his days falling down
drunk. This behavior is weakening the pack.”“I can hold the challengers off,” said Professor Lyall
with no shame, no modesty, and no boasting. Randolph Lyall might not be as large, nor as
overtly masculine, as most werewolves but he had earned the right to be Beta in London’s
strongest pack. Earned it so many times over and in so many ways that few questioned his right
anymore.“But you have no Anubis Form. You cannot cover for our Alpha in every way.”“Just you
mind your Gamma responsibilities, Channing, and leave me to see to the rest.”Major Channing
gave both Lord Maccon and Professor Lyall disgusted looks and then strode from the room, the
tail of his long, blond hair swaying in annoyance.Professor Lyall had intended to do the same,
minus the long, blond hair, but he heard a whispered, “Randolph,” come from the wide bed. He
made his way along the side of the big feather mattress to where the earl’s tawny eyes were
once more open and unfocused.“Yes, my lord?”“If”—the earl swallowed nervously—“if I am



wrong, and I’m na saying I am, but if I am, well, I’ll have to grovel again, won’t I?”Professor Lyall
had seen Lady Maccon’s face when she returned home to pack up her clothing and quit
Woolsey Castle. She wasn’t big on crying—practical minded, tough, and unemotional even at
the worst of times, like most preternaturals—but that didn’t mean she wasn’t utterly gutted by her
husband’s rejection. Professor Lyall had seen a number of things in his lifetime he hoped never
to see again; that look of hopelessness in Alexia’s dark eyes was definitely one of them.“I am not
convinced groveling will be quite sufficient in this instance, my lord.” He was not disposed to
allow his Alpha any quarter.“Ah. Well, bollocks,” said his lordship eloquently.“That is the least of
it. If my deductions are correct, she is also in very grave danger, my lord. Very grave.”But Lord
Maccon had already gone back to sleep.Professor Lyall went off to hunt down the earl’s source
of inebriation. Much to his distress, he found it. Lord Maccon hadn’t lied. It was, in fact, not
alcohol at all.Alexia Maccon’s parasol had been designed at prodigious expense, with
considerable imagination and much attention to detail. It could emit a dart equipped with a
numbing agent, a wooden spike for vampires, a silver spike for werewolves, a magnetic
disruption field, and two kinds of toxic mist, and, of course, it possessed a plethora of hidden
pockets. It had recently been entirely overhauled and refurbished with new ammunition, which,
unfortunately, did little to improve its appearance. It was not a very prepossessing accessory, for
all its serviceability, being both outlandish in design and indifferent in shape. It was a drab slate-
gray color with cream ruffle trim, and it had a shaft in the new ancient Egyptian style that looked
rather like an elongated pineapple.Despite its many advanced attributes, Lady Maccon’s most
common application of the parasol was through brute force enacted directly upon the cranium of
an opponent. It was a crude and perhaps undignified modus operandi to be certain, but it had
worked so well for her in the past that she was loath to rely too heavily upon any of the
newfangled aspects of her parasol’s character.Thus she left Lord Akeldama’s chubby calico
reclining in untroubled indolence and dashed to the side of the door, parasol at the ready. It was
an odd set of coincidences, but every time she visited Lord Akeldama’s drawing room something
untoward happened. Perhaps this was not quite so surprising if one knew Lord Akeldama
intimately.A top hat, with attached head, peeked into the room and was soon followed by a
dashing figure sporting a forest-green velvet frock coat and leather spats. For a moment, Alexia
almost pulled back on her swing, thinking the intruder was Biffy. Biffy was Lord Akeldama’s
favorite, and prone to wearing things like velvet frock coats. But then the young man glanced
toward her hiding spot—a round face sporting muttonchops and a surprised expression. Not
Biffy, for Biffy abhorred muttonchops. The parasol hurtled in the unfortunate gentleman’s
direction.Thwack!The young man shielded his head with a forearm, which took the brunt of the
blow, and then twisted to the side and out of the parasol’s reach.“Good gracious me,” he
exclaimed, backing away warily and rubbing at his arm. “I say there, do hold your horses! Pretty
poor showing, walloping a gent with that accessory of yours without even a by-your-leave.”Alexia
would have none of it. “Who are you?” she demanded, changing tactics and pressing one of the
lotus petals on the shaft of her parasol, arming the tip with a numbing dart. This new stance did



not look quite so threatening, as she now appeared to be about to issue a prod instead of a
thwack.The young gentleman, however, remained respectfully wary. He cleared his throat.
“Boots, Lady Maccon. Emmet Wilberforce Bootbottle-Fipps, but everyone calls me Boots. How
do you do?”Well, there was no excuse for rudeness. “How do you do, Mr. Bootbottle-Fipps?”The
self-titled Boots continued. “All apologies for not being someone more important, but there’s no
need to take on so vigorously.” He eyed the parasol with deep suspicion.Alexia lowered it.“What
are you, then?”“Oh, no one of significance, my lady. Just one of Lord Akeldama’s”—a hand
waved about, indicating the general splendor of the house—“newer boys.” The young gentleman
paused, frowning in concentration and stroking one of his muttonchops. “He left me behind to
tell you something. A sort of secret message.” He winked conspiratorially and then seemed to
think better of the flirtation when the parasol was raised against him once more. “I think it is in
code.” He laced his hands behind his back and stood up straight as though about to recite some
long Byronic poem. “Now what was it? You were expected sooner, and my memory is not so…
Ah, yes, check the cat.”“That was all he had to tell me?”Green-clad shoulders shrugged. “ ’Fraid
so.”They spent several moments staring at each other in silence.Finally, Boots cleared his throat
delicately. “Very good, Lady Maccon. If you do not require anything further?” And without waiting
for her to reply, he turned to leave the room. “Pip pip. Must, you understand, press on. Top of the
morning to you.”Alexia trailed him out of the room. “But where have they all gone?”“Can’t tell you
that, I’m afraid, Lady Maccon. I understand it’s not safe. Not safe at all.”Alexia’s confusion turned
to worry.“Not safe for whom? You, me, or Lord Akeldama?” She noticed he hadn’t actually
admitted to knowing his master’s new location.Boots paused at the door and looked back. “Now,
don’t you worry, Lady Maccon; it’ll be all right in the end. Lord Akeldama will see to it. He always
does.”“Where is he?”“Why, with the others, of course. Where else would he be? Off and about,
you know how it goes. A goodly numbered hunting party has gone afield, you understand,
tracking, as it were. Gone to find…” He trailed off. “Oops. Never you mind, Lady Maccon. Just
attend to what his lordship said about the cat. Toodles.” And, with that, he gave her a funny little
half bow and let himself out of the house.Alexia, mystified, returned to the drawing room where
the calico still held court. The only thing odd about the animal, apart from the creature’s
murderous tendencies toward tassels, was the metal collar about her neck. Alexia unclipped it
and took it over to the window to examine it in the sunlight. It was thin enough to unroll into a flat
ribbon and had been punched all along in an apparently random pattern of dots. It reminded
Alexia of something. She ran one glove-covered fingertip along the indentations, trying to
remember.Ah, yes. It was very like the loops that fed through music machines, making those little
chiming repetitive tunes that so delighted children and so annoyed adults. If this ribbon also
made some kind of sound, she would need a means of listening to it. Rather than search Lord
Akeldama’s entire house without knowing what exact device she was looking for, and figuring
the vampire in question would not be so irresponsible as to leave it on the premises, anyway, she
could think of but one person who could help her at this juncture—Madame Lefoux. She headed
back out to her carriage.CHAPTER THREEAlexia Engages in EntomologySomeone was trying



to kill Lady Alexia Maccon. It was most inconvenient, as she was in a dreadful hurry.Given her
previous familiarity with near-death experiences and their comparative frequency with regards to
her good self, Alexia should probably have allowed extra time for such a predictable
happenstance. Except that in this particular instance, the unpleasant event was occurring in
broad daylight, while she was driving down Oxford Street—not, as a general rule, the expected
time or location for such an event.She wasn’t even in a rented hackney. She’d grown to
anticipate regular attacks when hired transport was involved, but this time she was riding in a
private conveyance. She had pinched Squire Loontwill’s carriage. As her dear stepfather was
giving her the royal heave-ho, she figured he wouldn’t mind if she loaded his personal mode of
transport with all her worldly goods and stole it for the day. As it turned out, he did mind, but she
wasn’t there to witness his annoyance. He had ended up borrowing his wife’s pony and trap, a
contraption decked in yellow tulle and pink rosettes, which was vastly ill suited to both his dignity
and girth.Her attackers didn’t appear willing to follow previously established patterns in the
murder arena. For one thing, they weren’t supernatural. For another, they were ticking—quite
loudly, in fact. Lastly, they were also skittering. They were undertaking the ticking because, so far
as Alexia could determine, and she rather preferred not to get too close, they were clockwork, or
some variety of windup mechanical. And they were undertaking the skittering because they were
beetles—large, shiny red beetles with black spots and multifaceted crystal eyes, boasting nasty-
looking syringes that poked upward in place of antennae.Ladybugs were invading her carriage,
a whole herd of them.Each ladybug was about the size of Alexia’s hand. They were crawling all
over the conveyance, trying to break inside. Unfortunately, this did not require much diligence, as
the window above the door was open wide enough for any old killer ladybug to sneak right
in.Alexia lurched up, crushing her poor hat against the ceiling of the cab, and tried to slam the
sash closed, but she was far too slow. They were remarkably fast for such tubby creatures. A
closer view of those antennae revealed tiny beads of moisture oozing from the tips—probably
some brand of poison. She reworked her assessment of her attackers: homicidal mechanical
dripping ladybugs—
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realized.CHAPTER ONEWherein the Misses Loontwill Cope with Scandal in Their MidstHow
much longer, Mama, must we tolerate this gross humiliation?”Lady Alexia Maccon paused
before entering the breakfast room. Cutting through the comfortable sounds of chinking teacups
and scrunching toast shrilled her sister’s less-than-dulcet tones. In an unsurprising morning duet
of well-practiced whining, Felicity’s voice was soon followed by Evylin’s.“Yes, Mumsy darling,
such a scandal under our roof. We really shouldn’t be expected to put up with it any
longer.”Felicity championed the cause once more. “This is ruining our chances”—crunch, crunch
—“beyond all recuperation. It isn’t to be borne. It really isn’t.”Alexia made a show of checking her
appearance in the hall mirror, hoping to overhear more. Much to her consternation, the
Loontwill’s new butler, Swilkins, came through with a tray of kippers. He gave her a disapproving
glare that said much on his opinion of a young lady caught eavesdropping on her own family.
Eavesdropping was, by rights, a butler’s proprietary art form.“Good morning, Lady Maccon,” he
said loudly enough for the family to hear even through their chatting and clattering, “you received
several messages yesterday.” He handed Alexia two folded and sealed letters and then waited
pointedly for her to precede him into the breakfast room.“Yesterday! Yesterday! And why, pray
tell, did you not give them to me yesterday?”Swilkins did not reply.Nasty bit of bother, this new
butler. Alexia was finding that little was worse in life than existing in a state of hostility with one’s
domestic staff.Entering the breakfast room, Alexia actually flounced slightly in her annoyance
and turned her ire upon those seated before her. “Good morning, dearest family.”As she made
her way to the only empty chair, four pairs of blue eyes watched her progress with an air of
condemnation. Well, three pairs—the Right Honorable Squire Loontwill was entirely taken with
the correct cracking of his soft-boiled egg. This involved the application of an ingenious little
device, rather like a handheld sideways guillotine, that nipped the tip off the egg in perfect,
chipless circularity. Thus happily engrossed, he did not bother to attend to the arrival of his
stepdaughter.Alexia poured herself a glass of barley water and took a piece of toast from the
rack, no butter, trying to ignore the smoky smell of breakfast. It had once been her favorite meal;
now it invariably curdled her stomach. So far, the infant-inconvenience—as she’d taken to
thinking of it—was proving itself far more tiresome than one would have thought possible,
considering it was years away from either speech or action.Mrs. Loontwill looked with manifest
approval at her daughter’s meager selection. “I shall be comforted,” she said to the table at large,



“by the fact that our poor dear Alexia is practically wasting away for want of her husband’s
affection. Such fine feelings of sentimentality.” She clearly perceived Alexia’s breakfast-starvation
tactics as symptoms of a superior bout of wallowing.Alexia gave her mother an annoyed glance
and inflicted minor wrath upon her toast with the butter knife. Since the infant-inconvenience had
added a small amount of weight to Alexia’s already substantial figure, she was several stone
away from “wasting.” Nor was she of a personality inclined toward wallowing. In addition, she
resented the fact that Lord Maccon might be thought to have anything whatsoever to do with the
fact—aside from the obvious, of which her family was as yet unaware—that she was off her food.
She opened her mouth to correct her mother in this regard, but Felicity interrupted her.“Oh,
Mama, I hardly think Alexia is the type to die of a broken heart.”“Nor is she the type to be
gastronomically challenged,” shot back Mrs. Loontwill.“I, on the other hand,” interjected Evylin,
helping herself to a plateful of kippers, “may jolly well do both.”“Language, Evy darling, please.”
Mrs. Loontwill snapped a piece of toast in half in her distress.The youngest Miss Loontwill
rounded on Alexia, pointing a forkful of egg at her accusingly. “Captain Featherstonehaugh has
thrown me over! How do you like that? We received a note only this morning.”“Captain
Featherstonehaugh?” Alexia muttered to herself. “I thought he was engaged to Ivy Hisselpenny
and you were engaged to someone else. How confusing.”“No, no, Evy’s engaged to him now. Or
was. How long have you been staying with us? Nearly two weeks? Do pay attention, Alexia dear,”
Mrs. Loontwill admonished.Evylin sighed dramatically. “And the dress is already bought and
everything. I shall have to have it entirely made over.”“He did have very nice eyebrows,” consoled
Mrs. Loontwill.“Exactly,” crowed Evylin. “Where will I find another pair of eyebrows like that?
Devastated, I tell you, Alexia. I am utterly devastated. And it is all your fault.”Evylin, it must be
noted, did not look nearly so bothered as one rightly ought over the loss of a fiancé, especially
one reputed to possess such heights of eyebrow preeminence. She stuffed the egg into her
mouth and chewed methodically. She had taken it into her head recently that chewing every bite
of food twenty times over would keep her slender. What it did was keep her at the dinner table
longer than anyone else.“He cited philosophical differences, but we all know why he really broke
things off.” Felicity waved a gold-edged note at Alexia—a note that clearly contained the good
captain’s deepest regrets, a note that, judging from the stains about itself, had received the
concerted attention of everyone at the breakfast table, including the kippers.“I agree.” Alexia
calmly sipped her barley water. “Philosophical differences? That cannot be true. You don’t
actually have a philosophy about anything, do you, Evylin dear?”“So you admit responsibility?”
Evylin was moved to swallow early so she could launch the attack once more. She tossed her
blond curls, only one or two shades removed from the color of her egg.“Certainly not. I never
even met the man.”“But it is still your fault. Abandoning your husband like that, staying with us
instead of him. It is outrageous. People. Are. Talking.” Evylin emphasized her words by stabbing
ruthlessly at a sausage.“People do tend to talk. I believe it is generally considered one of the
better modes of communication.”“Oh, why must you be so impossible? Mama, do something
about her.” Evylin gave up on the sausage and went on to a second fried egg.“You hardly seem



very cut up about it.” Alexia watched as her sister chewed away.“Oh, I assure you, poor Evy is
deeply effected. Shockingly overwrought,” said Mrs. Loontwill.“Surely you mean affected?”
Alexia was not above a barb or two where her family was concerned.At the end of the table,
Squire Loontwill, the only one likely to understand a literary joke, softly chortled.“Herbert,” his
wife reprimanded immediately, “don’t encourage her to be pert. Most unattractive quality in a
married lady, pertness.” She turned back to Alexia. Mrs. Loontwill’s face, that of a pretty woman
who had aged without realizing it, screwed itself up into a grimace Alexia supposed was meant
to simulate motherly concern. Instead she looked like a Pekingese with digestive complaints. “Is
that what the estrangement with him is over, Alexia? You weren’t… brainy… with him, were you,
dear?” Mrs. Loontwill had refrained from referring to Lord Maccon by name ever since her
daughter’s marriage, as if by doing so she might hold on to the fact that Alexia had married—a
condition believed by most to be highly unlikely right up until the fateful event—without having to
remember what she had married. A peer of the realm, it was true, and one of Her Majesty’s
finest, to be certain, but also a werewolf. It hadn’t helped that Lord Maccon loathed Mrs.
Loontwill and didn’t mind who knew it, including Mrs. Loontwill. Why, Alexia remembered, once,
he had even—She stopped herself from further thought of her husband, squashing the memory
ruthlessly. Unfortunately, she found that the agitation of her thoughts had resulted in toast
mutilated beyond all hope of consumption. With a sigh, she helped herself to another piece.“It
seems clear to me,” interjected Felicity with an air of finality, “that your presence here, Alexia, has
somehow overset Evy’s engagement. Even you cannot argue your way out of that, sister
dear.”Felicity and Evylin were Alexia’s younger half-sisters by birth and were entirely unrelated if
one took into account any other factors. They were short, blond, and slender, while Alexia was
tall, dark, and, quite frankly, not so very slender. Alexia was known throughout London for her
intellectual prowess, patronage of the scientific community, and biting wit. Felicity and Evylin
were known for their puffed sleeves. The world, as a result, was generally more peaceful when
the three were not living under the same roof.“And we are all aware of how considered and
unbiased your opinion is on the matter, Felicity.” Alexia’s tone was unruffled.Felicity picked up the
scandal section of the Lady’s Daily Chirrup, clearly indicating she wanted nothing more to do
with the conversation.Mrs. Loontwill dove courageously on. “Surely, Alexia, darling, it is high time
you returned home to Woolsey? I mean to say, you’ve been with us nearly a week, and, of
course, we do love having you, but he is rumored to be back from Scotland now.”“Bully for
him.”“Alexia! What a shocking thing to say!”Evylin interjected. “No one has seen him in town, of
course, but they say he returned to Woolsey yesterday.”“Who says?”Felicity crinkled the gossip
section of the paper explanatorily.“Oh, they.”“He must be pining for you, my dear,” Mrs. Loontwill
resumed the attack. “Pining away, miserable for want of your…” She flailed.“For want of my what,
Mama?”“Uh, scintillating companionship.”Alexia snorted—at the dining table. Conall may have
enjoyed her bluntness on rare occasion, but if he missed anything, she doubted her wit was top
of the list. Lord Maccon was a werewolf of hearty appetites, to say the least. What he would miss
most about his wife was located substantially lower than her tongue. An image of her husband’s



face momentarily broke her resolve. That look in his eyes the last time they saw each other—so
betrayed. But what he believed of her, the fact that he doubted her in such a way, was
inexcusable. How dare he leave her remembering some lost-puppy look simply to toy with her
sympathies! Alexia Maccon made herself relive the things he had said to her, right then and
there. She was never going to go back to that—her mind grappled for a description—that
untrusting nitwit!Lady Alexia Maccon was the type of woman who, if thrown into a briar patch,
would start to tidy it up by stripping off all the thorns. Over the past few weeks and throughout the
course of an inexcusably foul train journey back from Scotland, she thought she had come to
terms with her husband’s rejection of both her and their child. She was finding, however, at the
oddest and most irregular moments, that she hadn’t. She would feel the betrayal, like some
writhing ache just under her ribs, and become both incredibly hurt and transcendently angry
without warning. It was exactly like an acute attack of indigestion—only with one’s finer feelings
involved. In her more lucid moments, Alexia reasoned that the cause of this sensation was the
unjustness of it all. She was quite accustomed to defending herself for having done something
inappropriate, but defending herself when completely innocent made for a dissimilar, and far
more frustrating, experience. Not even Bogglington’s Best Darjeeling succeeded in soothing her
temper. And if tea wasn’t good enough, well, what was a lady to do? It was not, certainly not, that
she still loved the man. That was entirely illogical. But the fact remained that Alexia’s temper was
tender about the edges. Her family ought to have recognized the signs.Felicity snapped the
paper closed suddenly, her face an uncharacteristic red color.“Oh, dear.” Mrs. Loontwill fanned
herself with a starched doily. “What now?”Squire Loontwill glanced up and then took refuge in
close examination of his egg.“Nothing.” Felicity tried to shove the paper under her plate.Evylin
was having none of it. She reached over, snatched it away, and began scanning through it,
looking for whatever juicy tittle-tattle had so disturbed her sister.Felicity nibbled on a scone and
looked guiltily at Alexia.Alexia had a sudden sinking feeling in the pit of her stomach. She
finished her barley water with some difficulty and sat back in her chair.“Oh, golly!” Evylin seemed
to have found the troublesome passage. She read it out for all to hear. “ ‘London was
flabbergasted last week when news reached this reporter’s ears that Lady Maccon, previously
Alexia Tarabotti, daughter of Mrs. Loontwill, sister to Felicity and Evylin, and stepdaughter to the
Honorable Squire Loontwill, had quit her husband’s house, after returning from Scotland without
said husband. Speculation as to the reason has been ample, ranging from suspicions as to Lady
Maccon’s intimate relationship with the rove vampire Lord Akeldama, to suspected family
differences hinted at by the Misses Loontwill’—oh look, Felicity, they mentioned us twice!—‘and
certain lower-class social acquaintances. Lady Maccon cut quite a fashionable swath through
London society after her marriage’—la, la, la… Ah! Here it picks up again—‘but it has been
revealed by sources intimately connected to the noble couple that Lady Maccon is, in fact, in a
most delicate condition. Given Lord Maccon’s age, supernatural inclination, and legally
recognized postnecrosis status, it must be assumed that Lady Maccon has been indiscreet.
While we await physical confirmation, all signs point to The Scandal of the Century.’ ”Everyone



looked at Alexia and began talking at once.Evylin snapped the paper closed, the crisp noise
silencing her family. “Well, that explains that! Captain Featherstonehaugh must have read this.
Which is why he broke off our engagement this morning. Felicity was right! This really is your
fault! How could you be so thoughtless, Alexia?”“No wonder she’s been off her feed,”
commented Squire Loontwill unhelpfully.Mrs. Loontwill rose to the occasion. “This is simply too
much for a mother to endure. Too much! Alexia, how did you manage to bungle matters so
completely? Didn’t I raise you to be a good, respectful girl? Oh, I don’t know what to say!” Words
failed Mrs. Loontwill. Luckily, she did not try to strike her daughter. She had done that once, and
it hadn’t worked out well for anyone. Alexia had ended up married as a result.Alexia stood. Angry
again. I spend a considerable time out of temper these days, she reflected. Only four people had
known of her unseemly condition. Three of them would never even consider talking to the press.
Which left only one option, an option that was currently wearing the most reprehensible blue
lace dress, sporting a suspiciously red face, and sitting across from her at the breakfast
table.“Felicity, I should have realized you wouldn’t be able to keep your trap shut!”“It wasn’t me!”
Felicity instantly leaped to the defensive. “It must have been Madame Lefoux. You know how
these Frenchwomen are! They’ll say anything for a modicum of fame and money.”“Felicity, you
knew about Alexia’s condition and did not inform me?” Mrs. Loontwill recovered from her shock
just in time to be shocked again. That Alexia would keep a secret from her own mother was to be
expected, but Felicity was supposed to be on Mrs. Loontwill’s side. The chit had been bribed
with enough pairs of shoes over the years.Lady Alexia Maccon slammed one hand down on the
tabletop, causing teacups to rattle ominously, and leaned forward toward her sister. It was an
unconscious application of intimidation tactics learned during several months spent living with a
werewolf pack. She was nowhere near as hairy as was generally required for the maneuver, but
she still managed to execute it flawlessly. “Madame Lefoux would do no such thing. I happen to
know for a fact she is the soul of discretion. Only one person would talk, and that person is not
French. You promised me, Felicity. I gave you my favorite amethyst necklace to keep silent.”“Is
that how you got it?” Evylin was envious.“Who is the father, then?” asked Squire Loontwill,
apparently feeling he ought to try and steer the conversation in a more productive direction. The
ladies, fluttering agitatedly all around the table, entirely ignored him. This was a state
comfortable to them all. The squire sucked his teeth in resignation and went back to his
breakfast.Felicity went from defensive to sulky. “It was only Miss Wibbley and Miss Twittergaddle.
How was I to know they would go running off to the press?”“Miss Twittergaddle’s father owns the
Chirrup. As you are very well aware!” But then Alexia’s anger simmered off slightly. The fact that
Felicity had held her tongue for several weeks was practically a miracle of the third age of
mankind. Undoubtedly, Felicity had told the young ladies in order to garner attention, but she
probably also knew such gossip would effectively dissolve Evylin’s engagement and ruin Alexia’s
life. Sometime after Alexia’s wedding, Felicity had evolved from frivolous to outright spiteful,
which, combined with a gooseberry-sized brain, resulted in her being an acutely disastrous
human being.“After all this family has done for you, Alexia!” Mrs. Loontwill continued to heap



recriminations on her daughter. “After Herbert permitted you back into the safety of his bosom!”
Squire Loontwill looked up at that turn of phrase, then down at his portly frame with disbelief.
“After the pains I went through to see you safely married. To go outside of all standards of
decency like a common strumpet. It is simply intolerable.”“Exactly my point all along,” stated
Felicity smugly.Driven to heights of exasperation, Alexia reached for the plate of kippers and,
after due consideration of about three seconds, upended it over her sister’s head.Felicity
shrieked something fierce.“But,” Alexia muttered under the resulting pandemonium, “it is his
child.”“What was that?” Squire Loontwill brought a hand down sharply on the tabletop this time.“It
is his bloody child. I have not been with anyone else.” Alexia yelled it over Felicity’s
whimpering.“Alexia! Don’t be crass. There is no need for specifics. Everyone is well aware that is
not possible. Your husband is basically dead, or was basically dead and is mostly dead now.”
Mrs. Loontwill appeared to be confusing herself. She shook her head like a wet poodle and
sallied stoically on with her diatribe. “Regardless, a werewolf fathering a child is like a vampire or
a ghost producing offspring—patently ridiculous.”“Well, so is this family, but you all appear to
exist in accordance with the natural order.”“What was that?”“In this case, ‘ridiculous’ would seem
to require a redefinition.” Blast this child to all four corners of hell, anyway, thought Alexia.“You
see how she is?” interjected Felicity, picking kipper off herself and glowering murderously. “She
just keeps talking like that. Won’t admit to doing a single thing wrong. He has chucked her over—
are you aware of that? She is not returning to Woolsey because she cannot return. Lord Maccon
cast her out. That is why we left Scotland.”“Oh, my goodness. Herbert! Herbert, did you hear
that?” Mrs. Loontwill looked about ready to have the vapors.Alexia wasn’t certain if this was
manufactured distress at Conall publicly booting Alexia or if it was genuine horror at the prospect
of having to board her eldest for the foreseeable future.“Herbert, do something!” Mrs. Loontwill
wailed.“I have died and gone to the land of bad novels,” was Squire Loontwill’s response. “I am ill-
equipped to cope with such an occurrence. Leticia, my dear, I leave it entirely in your capable
hands.”A more inappropriate phrase had never yet been applied to his wife, whose hands were
capable of nothing more complex than the occasional, highly stressful, bout of embroidery. Mrs.
Loontwill cast said hands heavenward and sagged back into her chair in a partial faint.“Oh, no,
you don’t, Papa.” An edge of steel entered Felicity’s tone. “Forgive me for being autocratic, but
you must understand Alexia’s continued presence under our roof is entirely untenable. Such a
scandal as this will substantially hinder our chances of matrimony, even without her actual
attendance. You must send her away and forbid her further contact with the family. I recommend
we quit London immediately. Perhaps for a European tour?”Evylin clapped her hands, and Alexia
was left wondering how much planning Felicity had put into this little betrayal. She looked hard
into her sister’s unexpectedly pitiless face. Deceitful little plonker! I should have hit her with
something harder than kippers.Squire Loontwill was taken aback by Felicity’s forthright talk, but
always a man to take the path of least resistance, he took stock of his collapsed wife and fierce-
faced daughter and rang the bell for the butler.“Swilkins, go upstairs immediately and pack Lady
Maccon’s things.”Swilkins remained motionless, impassive in his surprise.“Now, man!” snapped



Felicity.Swilkins retreated.Alexia made a little huffing noise of exasperation. Just wait until she
told Conall about this latest familial absurdity. Why he’d… Ah, yes, never mind. Her anger once
again died, buckling under the ache of a werewolf-sized hole. Attempting to fill up the void with
something, she helped herself to a dollop of marmalade and, because she had nothing left to
lose, ate it directly off the spoon.At that, Mrs. Loontwill actually did faint.Squire Loontwill gave his
wife’s limp form a long look and then, with due consideration, left her there for the time being and
retreated to the smoking room.Alexia remembered her mail, and since she needed a distraction
and would rather do anything other than converse further with her sisters, she picked up the first
letter and broke the seal. Until that moment, she had actually thought things couldn’t get any
worse.The seal on the letter was unmistakable—a lion and a unicorn with a crown in between.
The message on the interior was equally forthright. Lady Maccon’s presence was no longer
welcome at Buckingham Palace. The Queen of England would henceforth be unable to receive
her. Lady Maccon’s duties as a member of the Shadow Council were suspended until further
notice. She no longer carried Her Majesty’s confidence or authority. The position of muhjah was
once more vacant. She was thanked kindly for her previous services and wished a pleasant
day.Alexia Maccon stood up very decidedly, left the breakfast room, and walked directly into the
kitchen, ignoring the startled servants. With barely a pause, she marched over and stuffed the
official missive into the huge iron range that dominated the room. It caught fire and immolated
instantly. Craving solitude, she went from the kitchen into the back parlor, rather than back to the
breakfast room. She wanted to retire to her room and crawl back under the bed covers in a tiny—
well, not that tiny—ball. But she was already dressed, and principles must be maintained even in
the direst of times.She should not have been surprised. For all her progressive politics, Queen
Victoria was morally conservative. She still wore mourning for her husband, dead, ghosted, and
gone for over a decade. And if any woman didn’t look good in black, it was Queen Victoria.
There was no way that the queen would allow Lady Maccon to continue in her clandestine role
of preternatural advisor and field agent, even if it remained an entirely secret and classified
position. Lady Maccon could not possibly have even a hint of an association with the queen, not
now that she had become a social pariah. The morning’s news was probably already common
knowledge.Alexia sighed. The potentate and the dewan, fellow members of the Shadow
Council, would be delighted to see her gone. She hadn’t exactly made life easy for them. That,
too, had been part of the job requirements. She experienced a shiver of apprehension. Without
Conall and the Woolsey Pack to protect her, there were probably quite a number of individuals
who would count her as better off deceased. She rang the bell for one of the maids and sent her
to retrieve her parasol-cum-weapon before the butler packed it away. The maid returned shortly,
and Alexia felt slightly comforted by having her favorite accessory on hand.Her thoughts,
unbidden, returned once more to her husband, who had so thoughtfully gifted her with the
deadly ornament. Damn and blast Conall. Why didn’t he believe her? So what if all known history
contradicted her? History wasn’t precisely revered for its accuracy at the best of times. Nor was
it overflowing with female preternaturals. Scientifically, no one understood how she was what



she was or did what she did even now, with all England’s vaunted technology. So what if he was
mostly dead? Her touch turned him mortal, didn’t it? Why couldn’t it also turn him human enough
to be able to give her a child? Was that so impossible to believe? Horrible man. So like a
werewolf to get overly emotional and fluff up the duster like that.Just thinking about him and
Alexia became overcome with sentiment. Annoyed at her own weakness, she dabbed the tears
away and looked to her other note, expecting more bad news. However, the writing on this one,
bold and entirely too flowery, made her give a watery smile. She’d sent a card ’round shortly after
she returned to London. She wouldn’t be so rude as to ask, but she had hinted at her
uncomfortable domestic situation, and he, of course, would know what had happened. He
always knew what was happening.“My darling Chamomile Button!” he wrote. “I received your
card, and given certain recent intelligence, it has occurred to me that you may be in ever-
increasing need of accommodation but were far too polite to request it openly. Let me tender my
most humble offer, to the only person in all of England currently thought more outrageous than
myself. You would be welcome to share my unworthy domicile and hospitality, such as they are.
Yours, et cetera, Lord Akeldama.”Alexia grinned. She had been hoping he would read the appeal
behind her formal social nicety. Even though his card had been written before her condition had
become public knowledge, she suspected her vampire friend would still be amenable to an
extended visit and had probably already known about the pregnancy. Lord Akeldama was a rove
of such consistently shocking dress and manner that his reputation could only be amplified by
taking in the now-ruined Lady Maccon. In addition, he would have her at his mercy and disposal,
thus able to extract all truths from her ad nauseam. Of course, she intended to accept his offer,
hoping that, as the invitation had been made yesterday—damn the irascible Swilkins—she was
not too late. She was rather looking forward to the prospect. Lord Akeldama’s abode and table
were quite the opposite of humble, and he kept the companionship of a large collective of such
shining paragons of foppishness as to make any sojourn in his company one of unending visual
delight. Relieved that she was no longer homeless, Lady Maccon sent a note to that effect. She
took pains to ensure that the missive was carried by the Loontwills’ most attractive
footman.Maybe Lord Akeldama would know something that would explain the presence of a
child parasiting about inside her. He was a very old vampire; perhaps he could help prove to
Conall her upstanding virtue. The ludicrousness of that thought—Lord Akeldama and virtue in
the same sentence—made her smile.Her luggage packed and her hat and cape in place, Alexia
was preparing to quit her family’s house, probably for the last time, when yet more mail arrived
addressed to her. It was in the form of a suspicious package accompanied by a message. This
time she intercepted it before Swilkins could get his mitts on it.The package contained a hat of
such unparalleled biliousness that Alexia had no doubt as to its origin. It was a felt toque, bright
yellow in color and trimmed with fake black currants, velvet ribbon, and a pair of green feathers
that looked like the feelers from some unfortunate sea creature. The accompanying note
boasted remarkably exclamatory grammar and, if possible, attained new heights of flowery
penmanship above and beyond that of Lord Akeldama. It was, admittedly, a tad harrowing to



read.“Alexia Tarabotti Maccon, how could you behave so wickedly! I just read the morning paper.
You had my heart in my chest, you really did! Of course, I should never have believed such a
thing in all my born days! Never! In fact, I do not believe a word of it now. You understand that we
—Tunny and I—would love to have you to stay, but circumstances being, as they say,
indefensible—or it is indefatigable?—we cannot possibly tender the offer. You understand? I’m
certain you do. Don’t you? But I thought you might require some consoling, and I remembered
how much attention you paid this adorable hat last time we were out shopping together—ah,
these many months ago, in our careless youth, or do I mean carefree youth?—so I picked this
out for you at Chapeau de Poupe. I had intended it to be a Christmas gift, but such an emotional
crisis as you must be suffering clearly indicates that now is obviously a far more important time
for hats. Wouldn’t you say? Love, love, love, Ivy.”Alexia perfectly understood all the things Ivy
hadn’t written, if such a thing was to be believed possible given the length of the missive. Ivy and
her new husband were committed theatricals and, quite frankly, could not afford to lose
patronage through association with the now-besmirched Lady Maccon. Alexia was relieved she
would not have to turn them down. The couple lived in the most horrible little set of apartments
imaginable, down in the West End. They had, for example, only one parlor. Lady Maccon
shuddered delicately.Tucking the repulsive hat under her arm and grabbing her trusty parasol,
Alexia made her way down to the waiting carriage. She gave Swilkins a haughty sniff as he
handed her up and directed the driver on to Lord Akeldama’s town house.CHAPTER
ONEWherein the Misses Loontwill Cope with Scandal in Their MidstHow much longer, Mama,
must we tolerate this gross humiliation?”Lady Alexia Maccon paused before entering the
breakfast room. Cutting through the comfortable sounds of chinking teacups and scrunching
toast shrilled her sister’s less-than-dulcet tones. In an unsurprising morning duet of well-
practiced whining, Felicity’s voice was soon followed by Evylin’s.“Yes, Mumsy darling, such a
scandal under our roof. We really shouldn’t be expected to put up with it any longer.”Felicity
championed the cause once more. “This is ruining our chances”—crunch, crunch—“beyond all
recuperation. It isn’t to be borne. It really isn’t.”Alexia made a show of checking her appearance
in the hall mirror, hoping to overhear more. Much to her consternation, the Loontwill’s new butler,
Swilkins, came through with a tray of kippers. He gave her a disapproving glare that said much
on his opinion of a young lady caught eavesdropping on her own family. Eavesdropping was, by
rights, a butler’s proprietary art form.“Good morning, Lady Maccon,” he said loudly enough for
the family to hear even through their chatting and clattering, “you received several messages
yesterday.” He handed Alexia two folded and sealed letters and then waited pointedly for her to
precede him into the breakfast room.“Yesterday! Yesterday! And why, pray tell, did you not give
them to me yesterday?”Swilkins did not reply.Nasty bit of bother, this new butler. Alexia was
finding that little was worse in life than existing in a state of hostility with one’s domestic
staff.Entering the breakfast room, Alexia actually flounced slightly in her annoyance and turned
her ire upon those seated before her. “Good morning, dearest family.”As she made her way to
the only empty chair, four pairs of blue eyes watched her progress with an air of condemnation.



Well, three pairs—the Right Honorable Squire Loontwill was entirely taken with the correct
cracking of his soft-boiled egg. This involved the application of an ingenious little device, rather
like a handheld sideways guillotine, that nipped the tip off the egg in perfect, chipless circularity.
Thus happily engrossed, he did not bother to attend to the arrival of his stepdaughter.Alexia
poured herself a glass of barley water and took a piece of toast from the rack, no butter, trying to
ignore the smoky smell of breakfast. It had once been her favorite meal; now it invariably curdled
her stomach. So far, the infant-inconvenience—as she’d taken to thinking of it—was proving
itself far more tiresome than one would have thought possible, considering it was years away
from either speech or action.Mrs. Loontwill looked with manifest approval at her daughter’s
meager selection. “I shall be comforted,” she said to the table at large, “by the fact that our poor
dear Alexia is practically wasting away for want of her husband’s affection. Such fine feelings of
sentimentality.” She clearly perceived Alexia’s breakfast-starvation tactics as symptoms of a
superior bout of wallowing.Alexia gave her mother an annoyed glance and inflicted minor wrath
upon her toast with the butter knife. Since the infant-inconvenience had added a small amount of
weight to Alexia’s already substantial figure, she was several stone away from “wasting.” Nor was
she of a personality inclined toward wallowing. In addition, she resented the fact that Lord
Maccon might be thought to have anything whatsoever to do with the fact—aside from the
obvious, of which her family was as yet unaware—that she was off her food. She opened her
mouth to correct her mother in this regard, but Felicity interrupted her.“Oh, Mama, I hardly think
Alexia is the type to die of a broken heart.”“Nor is she the type to be gastronomically challenged,”
shot back Mrs. Loontwill.“I, on the other hand,” interjected Evylin, helping herself to a plateful of
kippers, “may jolly well do both.”“Language, Evy darling, please.” Mrs. Loontwill snapped a piece
of toast in half in her distress.The youngest Miss Loontwill rounded on Alexia, pointing a forkful
of egg at her accusingly. “Captain Featherstonehaugh has thrown me over! How do you like
that? We received a note only this morning.”“Captain Featherstonehaugh?” Alexia muttered to
herself. “I thought he was engaged to Ivy Hisselpenny and you were engaged to someone else.
How confusing.”“No, no, Evy’s engaged to him now. Or was. How long have you been staying
with us? Nearly two weeks? Do pay attention, Alexia dear,” Mrs. Loontwill admonished.Evylin
sighed dramatically. “And the dress is already bought and everything. I shall have to have it
entirely made over.”“He did have very nice eyebrows,” consoled Mrs. Loontwill.“Exactly,” crowed
Evylin. “Where will I find another pair of eyebrows like that? Devastated, I tell you, Alexia. I am
utterly devastated. And it is all your fault.”Evylin, it must be noted, did not look nearly so bothered
as one rightly ought over the loss of a fiancé, especially one reputed to possess such heights of
eyebrow preeminence. She stuffed the egg into her mouth and chewed methodically. She had
taken it into her head recently that chewing every bite of food twenty times over would keep her
slender. What it did was keep her at the dinner table longer than anyone else.“He cited
philosophical differences, but we all know why he really broke things off.” Felicity waved a gold-
edged note at Alexia—a note that clearly contained the good captain’s deepest regrets, a note
that, judging from the stains about itself, had received the concerted attention of everyone at the



breakfast table, including the kippers.“I agree.” Alexia calmly sipped her barley water.
“Philosophical differences? That cannot be true. You don’t actually have a philosophy about
anything, do you, Evylin dear?”“So you admit responsibility?” Evylin was moved to swallow early
so she could launch the attack once more. She tossed her blond curls, only one or two shades
removed from the color of her egg.“Certainly not. I never even met the man.”“But it is still your
fault. Abandoning your husband like that, staying with us instead of him. It is outrageous. People.
Are. Talking.” Evylin emphasized her words by stabbing ruthlessly at a sausage.“People do tend
to talk. I believe it is generally considered one of the better modes of communication.”“Oh, why
must you be so impossible? Mama, do something about her.” Evylin gave up on the sausage and
went on to a second fried egg.“You hardly seem very cut up about it.” Alexia watched as her
sister chewed away.“Oh, I assure you, poor Evy is deeply effected. Shockingly overwrought,”
said Mrs. Loontwill.“Surely you mean affected?” Alexia was not above a barb or two where her
family was concerned.At the end of the table, Squire Loontwill, the only one likely to understand
a literary joke, softly chortled.“Herbert,” his wife reprimanded immediately, “don’t encourage her
to be pert. Most unattractive quality in a married lady, pertness.” She turned back to Alexia. Mrs.
Loontwill’s face, that of a pretty woman who had aged without realizing it, screwed itself up into a
grimace Alexia supposed was meant to simulate motherly concern. Instead she looked like a
Pekingese with digestive complaints. “Is that what the estrangement with him is over, Alexia?
You weren’t… brainy… with him, were you, dear?” Mrs. Loontwill had refrained from referring to
Lord Maccon by name ever since her daughter’s marriage, as if by doing so she might hold on to
the fact that Alexia had married—a condition believed by most to be highly unlikely right up until
the fateful event—without having to remember what she had married. A peer of the realm, it was
true, and one of Her Majesty’s finest, to be certain, but also a werewolf. It hadn’t helped that Lord
Maccon loathed Mrs. Loontwill and didn’t mind who knew it, including Mrs. Loontwill. Why, Alexia
remembered, once, he had even—She stopped herself from further thought of her husband,
squashing the memory ruthlessly. Unfortunately, she found that the agitation of her thoughts had
resulted in toast mutilated beyond all hope of consumption. With a sigh, she helped herself to
another piece.“It seems clear to me,” interjected Felicity with an air of finality, “that your presence
here, Alexia, has somehow overset Evy’s engagement. Even you cannot argue your way out of
that, sister dear.”Felicity and Evylin were Alexia’s younger half-sisters by birth and were entirely
unrelated if one took into account any other factors. They were short, blond, and slender, while
Alexia was tall, dark, and, quite frankly, not so very slender. Alexia was known throughout
London for her intellectual prowess, patronage of the scientific community, and biting wit. Felicity
and Evylin were known for their puffed sleeves. The world, as a result, was generally more
peaceful when the three were not living under the same roof.“And we are all aware of how
considered and unbiased your opinion is on the matter, Felicity.” Alexia’s tone was
unruffled.Felicity picked up the scandal section of the Lady’s Daily Chirrup, clearly indicating she
wanted nothing more to do with the conversation.Mrs. Loontwill dove courageously on. “Surely,
Alexia, darling, it is high time you returned home to Woolsey? I mean to say, you’ve been with us



nearly a week, and, of course, we do love having you, but he is rumored to be back from
Scotland now.”“Bully for him.”“Alexia! What a shocking thing to say!”Evylin interjected. “No one
has seen him in town, of course, but they say he returned to Woolsey yesterday.”“Who
says?”Felicity crinkled the gossip section of the paper explanatorily.“Oh, they.”“He must be
pining for you, my dear,” Mrs. Loontwill resumed the attack. “Pining away, miserable for want of
your…” She flailed.“For want of my what, Mama?”“Uh, scintillating companionship.”Alexia
snorted—at the dining table. Conall may have enjoyed her bluntness on rare occasion, but if he
missed anything, she doubted her wit was top of the list. Lord Maccon was a werewolf of hearty
appetites, to say the least. What he would miss most about his wife was located substantially
lower than her tongue. An image of her husband’s face momentarily broke her resolve. That look
in his eyes the last time they saw each other—so betrayed. But what he believed of her, the fact
that he doubted her in such a way, was inexcusable. How dare he leave her remembering some
lost-puppy look simply to toy with her sympathies! Alexia Maccon made herself relive the things
he had said to her, right then and there. She was never going to go back to that—her mind
grappled for a description—that untrusting nitwit!Lady Alexia Maccon was the type of woman
who, if thrown into a briar patch, would start to tidy it up by stripping off all the thorns. Over the
past few weeks and throughout the course of an inexcusably foul train journey back from
Scotland, she thought she had come to terms with her husband’s rejection of both her and their
child. She was finding, however, at the oddest and most irregular moments, that she hadn’t. She
would feel the betrayal, like some writhing ache just under her ribs, and become both incredibly
hurt and transcendently angry without warning. It was exactly like an acute attack of indigestion—
only with one’s finer feelings involved. In her more lucid moments, Alexia reasoned that the
cause of this sensation was the unjustness of it all. She was quite accustomed to defending
herself for having done something inappropriate, but defending herself when completely
innocent made for a dissimilar, and far more frustrating, experience. Not even Bogglington’s Best
Darjeeling succeeded in soothing her temper. And if tea wasn’t good enough, well, what was a
lady to do? It was not, certainly not, that she still loved the man. That was entirely illogical. But
the fact remained that Alexia’s temper was tender about the edges. Her family ought to have
recognized the signs.Felicity snapped the paper closed suddenly, her face an uncharacteristic
red color.“Oh, dear.” Mrs. Loontwill fanned herself with a starched doily. “What now?”Squire
Loontwill glanced up and then took refuge in close examination of his egg.“Nothing.” Felicity tried
to shove the paper under her plate.Evylin was having none of it. She reached over, snatched it
away, and began scanning through it, looking for whatever juicy tittle-tattle had so disturbed her
sister.Felicity nibbled on a scone and looked guiltily at Alexia.Alexia had a sudden sinking
feeling in the pit of her stomach. She finished her barley water with some difficulty and sat back
in her chair.“Oh, golly!” Evylin seemed to have found the troublesome passage. She read it out
for all to hear. “ ‘London was flabbergasted last week when news reached this reporter’s ears
that Lady Maccon, previously Alexia Tarabotti, daughter of Mrs. Loontwill, sister to Felicity and
Evylin, and stepdaughter to the Honorable Squire Loontwill, had quit her husband’s house, after



returning from Scotland without said husband. Speculation as to the reason has been ample,
ranging from suspicions as to Lady Maccon’s intimate relationship with the rove vampire Lord
Akeldama, to suspected family differences hinted at by the Misses Loontwill’—oh look, Felicity,
they mentioned us twice!—‘and certain lower-class social acquaintances. Lady Maccon cut
quite a fashionable swath through London society after her marriage’—la, la, la… Ah! Here it
picks up again—‘but it has been revealed by sources intimately connected to the noble couple
that Lady Maccon is, in fact, in a most delicate condition. Given Lord Maccon’s age,
supernatural inclination, and legally recognized postnecrosis status, it must be assumed that
Lady Maccon has been indiscreet. While we await physical confirmation, all signs point to The
Scandal of the Century.’ ”Everyone looked at Alexia and began talking at once.Evylin snapped
the paper closed, the crisp noise silencing her family. “Well, that explains that! Captain
Featherstonehaugh must have read this. Which is why he broke off our engagement this
morning. Felicity was right! This really is your fault! How could you be so thoughtless,
Alexia?”“No wonder she’s been off her feed,” commented Squire Loontwill unhelpfully.Mrs.
Loontwill rose to the occasion. “This is simply too much for a mother to endure. Too much!
Alexia, how did you manage to bungle matters so completely? Didn’t I raise you to be a good,
respectful girl? Oh, I don’t know what to say!” Words failed Mrs. Loontwill. Luckily, she did not try
to strike her daughter. She had done that once, and it hadn’t worked out well for anyone. Alexia
had ended up married as a result.Alexia stood. Angry again. I spend a considerable time out of
temper these days, she reflected. Only four people had known of her unseemly condition. Three
of them would never even consider talking to the press. Which left only one option, an option that
was currently wearing the most reprehensible blue lace dress, sporting a suspiciously red face,
and sitting across from her at the breakfast table.“Felicity, I should have realized you wouldn’t be
able to keep your trap shut!”“It wasn’t me!” Felicity instantly leaped to the defensive. “It must have
been Madame Lefoux. You know how these Frenchwomen are! They’ll say anything for a
modicum of fame and money.”“Felicity, you knew about Alexia’s condition and did not inform
me?” Mrs. Loontwill recovered from her shock just in time to be shocked again. That Alexia
would keep a secret from her own mother was to be expected, but Felicity was supposed to be
on Mrs. Loontwill’s side. The chit had been bribed with enough pairs of shoes over the
years.Lady Alexia Maccon slammed one hand down on the tabletop, causing teacups to rattle
ominously, and leaned forward toward her sister. It was an unconscious application of
intimidation tactics learned during several months spent living with a werewolf pack. She was
nowhere near as hairy as was generally required for the maneuver, but she still managed to
execute it flawlessly. “Madame Lefoux would do no such thing. I happen to know for a fact she is
the soul of discretion. Only one person would talk, and that person is not French. You promised
me, Felicity. I gave you my favorite amethyst necklace to keep silent.”“Is that how you got it?”
Evylin was envious.“Who is the father, then?” asked Squire Loontwill, apparently feeling he
ought to try and steer the conversation in a more productive direction. The ladies, fluttering
agitatedly all around the table, entirely ignored him. This was a state comfortable to them all. The



squire sucked his teeth in resignation and went back to his breakfast.Felicity went from
defensive to sulky. “It was only Miss Wibbley and Miss Twittergaddle. How was I to know they
would go running off to the press?”“Miss Twittergaddle’s father owns the Chirrup. As you are very
well aware!” But then Alexia’s anger simmered off slightly. The fact that Felicity had held her
tongue for several weeks was practically a miracle of the third age of mankind. Undoubtedly,
Felicity had told the young ladies in order to garner attention, but she probably also knew such
gossip would effectively dissolve Evylin’s engagement and ruin Alexia’s life. Sometime after
Alexia’s wedding, Felicity had evolved from frivolous to outright spiteful, which, combined with a
gooseberry-sized brain, resulted in her being an acutely disastrous human being.“After all this
family has done for you, Alexia!” Mrs. Loontwill continued to heap recriminations on her
daughter. “After Herbert permitted you back into the safety of his bosom!” Squire Loontwill
looked up at that turn of phrase, then down at his portly frame with disbelief. “After the pains I
went through to see you safely married. To go outside of all standards of decency like a common
strumpet. It is simply intolerable.”“Exactly my point all along,” stated Felicity smugly.Driven to
heights of exasperation, Alexia reached for the plate of kippers and, after due consideration of
about three seconds, upended it over her sister’s head.Felicity shrieked something fierce.“But,”
Alexia muttered under the resulting pandemonium, “it is his child.”“What was that?” Squire
Loontwill brought a hand down sharply on the tabletop this time.“It is his bloody child. I have not
been with anyone else.” Alexia yelled it over Felicity’s whimpering.“Alexia! Don’t be crass. There
is no need for specifics. Everyone is well aware that is not possible. Your husband is basically
dead, or was basically dead and is mostly dead now.” Mrs. Loontwill appeared to be confusing
herself. She shook her head like a wet poodle and sallied stoically on with her diatribe.
“Regardless, a werewolf fathering a child is like a vampire or a ghost producing offspring—
patently ridiculous.”“Well, so is this family, but you all appear to exist in accordance with the
natural order.”“What was that?”“In this case, ‘ridiculous’ would seem to require a redefinition.”
Blast this child to all four corners of hell, anyway, thought Alexia.“You see how she is?”
interjected Felicity, picking kipper off herself and glowering murderously. “She just keeps talking
like that. Won’t admit to doing a single thing wrong. He has chucked her over—are you aware of
that? She is not returning to Woolsey because she cannot return. Lord Maccon cast her out.
That is why we left Scotland.”“Oh, my goodness. Herbert! Herbert, did you hear that?” Mrs.
Loontwill looked about ready to have the vapors.Alexia wasn’t certain if this was manufactured
distress at Conall publicly booting Alexia or if it was genuine horror at the prospect of having to
board her eldest for the foreseeable future.“Herbert, do something!” Mrs. Loontwill wailed.“I have
died and gone to the land of bad novels,” was Squire Loontwill’s response. “I am ill-equipped to
cope with such an occurrence. Leticia, my dear, I leave it entirely in your capable hands.”A more
inappropriate phrase had never yet been applied to his wife, whose hands were capable of
nothing more complex than the occasional, highly stressful, bout of embroidery. Mrs. Loontwill
cast said hands heavenward and sagged back into her chair in a partial faint.“Oh, no, you don’t,
Papa.” An edge of steel entered Felicity’s tone. “Forgive me for being autocratic, but you must



understand Alexia’s continued presence under our roof is entirely untenable. Such a scandal as
this will substantially hinder our chances of matrimony, even without her actual attendance. You
must send her away and forbid her further contact with the family. I recommend we quit London
immediately. Perhaps for a European tour?”Evylin clapped her hands, and Alexia was left
wondering how much planning Felicity had put into this little betrayal. She looked hard into her
sister’s unexpectedly pitiless face. Deceitful little plonker! I should have hit her with something
harder than kippers.Squire Loontwill was taken aback by Felicity’s forthright talk, but always a
man to take the path of least resistance, he took stock of his collapsed wife and fierce-faced
daughter and rang the bell for the butler.“Swilkins, go upstairs immediately and pack Lady
Maccon’s things.”Swilkins remained motionless, impassive in his surprise.“Now, man!” snapped
Felicity.Swilkins retreated.Alexia made a little huffing noise of exasperation. Just wait until she
told Conall about this latest familial absurdity. Why he’d… Ah, yes, never mind. Her anger once
again died, buckling under the ache of a werewolf-sized hole. Attempting to fill up the void with
something, she helped herself to a dollop of marmalade and, because she had nothing left to
lose, ate it directly off the spoon.At that, Mrs. Loontwill actually did faint.Squire Loontwill gave his
wife’s limp form a long look and then, with due consideration, left her there for the time being and
retreated to the smoking room.Alexia remembered her mail, and since she needed a distraction
and would rather do anything other than converse further with her sisters, she picked up the first
letter and broke the seal. Until that moment, she had actually thought things couldn’t get any
worse.The seal on the letter was unmistakable—a lion and a unicorn with a crown in between.
The message on the interior was equally forthright. Lady Maccon’s presence was no longer
welcome at Buckingham Palace. The Queen of England would henceforth be unable to receive
her. Lady Maccon’s duties as a member of the Shadow Council were suspended until further
notice. She no longer carried Her Majesty’s confidence or authority. The position of muhjah was
once more vacant. She was thanked kindly for her previous services and wished a pleasant
day.Alexia Maccon stood up very decidedly, left the breakfast room, and walked directly into the
kitchen, ignoring the startled servants. With barely a pause, she marched over and stuffed the
official missive into the huge iron range that dominated the room. It caught fire and immolated
instantly. Craving solitude, she went from the kitchen into the back parlor, rather than back to the
breakfast room. She wanted to retire to her room and crawl back under the bed covers in a tiny—
well, not that tiny—ball. But she was already dressed, and principles must be maintained even in
the direst of times.She should not have been surprised. For all her progressive politics, Queen
Victoria was morally conservative. She still wore mourning for her husband, dead, ghosted, and
gone for over a decade. And if any woman didn’t look good in black, it was Queen Victoria.
There was no way that the queen would allow Lady Maccon to continue in her clandestine role
of preternatural advisor and field agent, even if it remained an entirely secret and classified
position. Lady Maccon could not possibly have even a hint of an association with the queen, not
now that she had become a social pariah. The morning’s news was probably already common
knowledge.Alexia sighed. The potentate and the dewan, fellow members of the Shadow



Council, would be delighted to see her gone. She hadn’t exactly made life easy for them. That,
too, had been part of the job requirements. She experienced a shiver of apprehension. Without
Conall and the Woolsey Pack to protect her, there were probably quite a number of individuals
who would count her as better off deceased. She rang the bell for one of the maids and sent her
to retrieve her parasol-cum-weapon before the butler packed it away. The maid returned shortly,
and Alexia felt slightly comforted by having her favorite accessory on hand.Her thoughts,
unbidden, returned once more to her husband, who had so thoughtfully gifted her with the
deadly ornament. Damn and blast Conall. Why didn’t he believe her? So what if all known history
contradicted her? History wasn’t precisely revered for its accuracy at the best of times. Nor was
it overflowing with female preternaturals. Scientifically, no one understood how she was what
she was or did what she did even now, with all England’s vaunted technology. So what if he was
mostly dead? Her touch turned him mortal, didn’t it? Why couldn’t it also turn him human enough
to be able to give her a child? Was that so impossible to believe? Horrible man. So like a
werewolf to get overly emotional and fluff up the duster like that.Just thinking about him and
Alexia became overcome with sentiment. Annoyed at her own weakness, she dabbed the tears
away and looked to her other note, expecting more bad news. However, the writing on this one,
bold and entirely too flowery, made her give a watery smile. She’d sent a card ’round shortly after
she returned to London. She wouldn’t be so rude as to ask, but she had hinted at her
uncomfortable domestic situation, and he, of course, would know what had happened. He
always knew what was happening.“My darling Chamomile Button!” he wrote. “I received your
card, and given certain recent intelligence, it has occurred to me that you may be in ever-
increasing need of accommodation but were far too polite to request it openly. Let me tender my
most humble offer, to the only person in all of England currently thought more outrageous than
myself. You would be welcome to share my unworthy domicile and hospitality, such as they are.
Yours, et cetera, Lord Akeldama.”Alexia grinned. She had been hoping he would read the appeal
behind her formal social nicety. Even though his card had been written before her condition had
become public knowledge, she suspected her vampire friend would still be amenable to an
extended visit and had probably already known about the pregnancy. Lord Akeldama was a rove
of such consistently shocking dress and manner that his reputation could only be amplified by
taking in the now-ruined Lady Maccon. In addition, he would have her at his mercy and disposal,
thus able to extract all truths from her ad nauseam. Of course, she intended to accept his offer,
hoping that, as the invitation had been made yesterday—damn the irascible Swilkins—she was
not too late. She was rather looking forward to the prospect. Lord Akeldama’s abode and table
were quite the opposite of humble, and he kept the companionship of a large collective of such
shining paragons of foppishness as to make any sojourn in his company one of unending visual
delight. Relieved that she was no longer homeless, Lady Maccon sent a note to that effect. She
took pains to ensure that the missive was carried by the Loontwills’ most attractive
footman.Maybe Lord Akeldama would know something that would explain the presence of a
child parasiting about inside her. He was a very old vampire; perhaps he could help prove to



Conall her upstanding virtue. The ludicrousness of that thought—Lord Akeldama and virtue in
the same sentence—made her smile.Her luggage packed and her hat and cape in place, Alexia
was preparing to quit her family’s house, probably for the last time, when yet more mail arrived
addressed to her. It was in the form of a suspicious package accompanied by a message. This
time she intercepted it before Swilkins could get his mitts on it.The package contained a hat of
such unparalleled biliousness that Alexia had no doubt as to its origin. It was a felt toque, bright
yellow in color and trimmed with fake black currants, velvet ribbon, and a pair of green feathers
that looked like the feelers from some unfortunate sea creature. The accompanying note
boasted remarkably exclamatory grammar and, if possible, attained new heights of flowery
penmanship above and beyond that of Lord Akeldama. It was, admittedly, a tad harrowing to
read.“Alexia Tarabotti Maccon, how could you behave so wickedly! I just read the morning paper.
You had my heart in my chest, you really did! Of course, I should never have believed such a
thing in all my born days! Never! In fact, I do not believe a word of it now. You understand that we
—Tunny and I—would love to have you to stay, but circumstances being, as they say,
indefensible—or it is indefatigable?—we cannot possibly tender the offer. You understand? I’m
certain you do. Don’t you? But I thought you might require some consoling, and I remembered
how much attention you paid this adorable hat last time we were out shopping together—ah,
these many months ago, in our careless youth, or do I mean carefree youth?—so I picked this
out for you at Chapeau de Poupe. I had intended it to be a Christmas gift, but such an emotional
crisis as you must be suffering clearly indicates that now is obviously a far more important time
for hats. Wouldn’t you say? Love, love, love, Ivy.”Alexia perfectly understood all the things Ivy
hadn’t written, if such a thing was to be believed possible given the length of the missive. Ivy and
her new husband were committed theatricals and, quite frankly, could not afford to lose
patronage through association with the now-besmirched Lady Maccon. Alexia was relieved she
would not have to turn them down. The couple lived in the most horrible little set of apartments
imaginable, down in the West End. They had, for example, only one parlor. Lady Maccon
shuddered delicately.Tucking the repulsive hat under her arm and grabbing her trusty parasol,
Alexia made her way down to the waiting carriage. She gave Swilkins a haughty sniff as he
handed her up and directed the driver on to Lord Akeldama’s town house.CHAPTER TWOIn
Which Lord Maccon Is Likened to a Small CucumberLord Akeldama’s house was located in one
of the most fashionable parts of London. A part that had probably become fashionable because
it was fortunate enough to host said town house. Lord Akeldama did everything fashionably,
sometimes to the exclusion of all else, including common sense. If Lord Akeldama were to take
up wrestling in vats of jellied eels, it would probably become fashionable within a fortnight. The
exterior of his house had been recently redecorated to the height of modern taste and the
worshipful approval of the ton. It was painted pale lavender with gold trim swirling and flouncing
around every window and aperture. An herbaceous border of lilac bushes, sunflowers, and
pansies had been planted as a complement, forming a pleasing three-level effect as visitors
wandered up to the front steps, even in winter. The house stood as a solo bastion of cheer,



battling valiantly against the London sky, which had undertaken its customary stance halfway
between an indifferent gray and a malnourished drizzle.No one responded to Lady Maccon’s
knock, nor to her tug on the bell rope, but the gilded front door had been left unlocked. Waving at
the driver to wait, Alexia made her way cautiously inside, parasol up and at the ready. The rooms
lay in unabashed splendor—fluffy carpets depicting romantically inclined shepherds, paired with
arched ceilings playing host to equally amorous cherubs painted a la Roma.“Halloo. Anybody
home?”The place was completely and utterly deserted, obviously in exceptional haste. Not only
was there no Lord Akeldama, but there was no Biffy, nor any other drone. Lord Akeldama’s
abode was normally a carnival of delights: discarded top hats and piles of playbills, the scent of
expensive cigars and French cologne, and it boasted a background hum of chatter and hilarity.
The silence and stillness were all the more noticeable by comparison.Alexia made her way
slowly through the empty rooms, as though she were an archaeologist visiting an abandoned
tomb. All she found was evidence of departure, certain items of importance taken down from
places of honor. The gold pipe was missing, the one that normally sat atop the mantelpiece in
the drawing room like some revered item of plumbing but that—Alexia knew from personal
experience—hid two curved blades. The fact that Lord Akeldama saw fit to take that particular
item with him did not bode well for the reason behind his departure.The only living thing on the
premises, aside from Alexia, appeared to be the resident cat. The feline in question was a fat
calico that possessed the disposition of a placid narcoleptic and that roused only periodically to
enact potent and vicious revenge upon the nearest tasseled throw pillow. Currently, the animal
lay sprawled across a puffy hassock, the remains of three decapitated tassels nestled near her
chin. Cats, as a general rule, were the only creatures that tolerated vampires. Most other animals
had what the scientists termed a well-developed prey response behavior pattern. Felines,
apparently, didn’t consider themselves vampire prey. This one, however, was so utterly
indifferent to any non-tassel-related creature, she could probably have tolerated residency
among a pack of werewolves.“Where has your master disappeared to, Fatty?” Alexia inquired of
the creature.The cat had no definitive answer but graciously allowed herself to be scratched
under the chin. She was sporting a most peculiar metal collar, and Lady Maccon was just
bending down to examine it closer when she heard muffled footsteps in the hallway behind
her.Lord Conall Maccon was drunk.He was not drunk in the halfhearted manner of most
supernatural creatures, wherein twelve pints of bitter had finally turned the world slightly fuzzy.
No, Lord Maccon was rip-roaring, tumble down, without a doubt, pickled beyond the gherkin.It
took an enormous quantity of alcohol to get a werewolf that inebriated. And, reflected Professor
Lyall as he steered his Alpha around the side of an inconvenient potshed, it was almost as
miraculous a feat to attain such quantities as it was to ingest them. How had Lord Maccon
finagled such an arrangement? Not only that, how had he managed to acquire said booze so
consistently over the past three days without visiting London or tapping into Woolsey Castle’s
well-stocked cellar? Really, thought the Beta in annoyance, such powers of alcoholism could
almost be thought supernatural.Lord Maccon lurched heavily into the side of the potshed. The



meat of his left shoulder and upper arm crashed against the oak siding. The entire building
swayed on its foundation.“Pardon,” apologized the earl with a small hiccough, “didna see ya
there.”“For Pete’s sake, Conall,” said his Beta in tones of the deeply put-upon, “how did you
manage to get so corned?” He tugged his Alpha away from the abused shed.“Na drunk,” insisted
his lordship, throwing one substantial arm across his Beta’s shoulders and leaning heavily upon
it. “Jush a tiny little slightly small bit’a squiffy.” His lordship’s accent got distinctly more Scottish in
times of great stress, strong emotion, or, apparently, under the influence of vast amounts of
liquid intoxicants.They left the safety of the potshed.The earl pitched forward suddenly, his grip
on his Beta the only thing that managed to keep him upright. “Whoa! Watch that bit’o ground
there, would ya? Tricky, tricky, jumps right up at a man.”“Where did you acquire the alcohol?”
Professor Lyall asked again as he tried valiantly to get his Alpha back on track across the wide
lawn of Woolsey’s extensive grounds, toward the castle proper. It was like trying to steer a
steamboat through a tub of turbulent molasses. A normal human would have buckled under the
strain, but Lyall was lucky enough to have supernatural strength to call upon at times of great
difficulty. Lord Maccon wasn’t simply big; he was also tremendously solid, like a walking, talking
Roman fortification.“And how did you get all the way out here? I distinctly remember tucking you
into bed before leaving your room last night.” Professor Lyall spoke very clearly and precisely, not
entirely sure how much was seeping into his Alpha’s thick skull.Lord Maccon’s head bobbed
slightly as he attempted to follow Professor Lyall’s words.“Went for a wee nightly run. Needed
peace and quiet. Needed air in my fur. Needed fields under my paws. Needed, oh I canna—hic—
explain… needed the company of hedgehogs.”“And did you find it?”“Find what? No hedgehogs.
Stupid hedgehogs.” Lord Maccon tripped over a daphne bush, one of the many that lined the
pathway leading up to a side entrance of the house. “Who bloody well put that there?”“Peace,
did you find peace?”Lord Maccon stopped and drew himself upright, straightening his spine and
throwing his shoulders back. It was an action driven by memory of military service. It caused him
to positively tower over his second. Despite his ramrod-straight back, the Alpha managed to
sway side to side, as if the aforementioned molasses-bound steamboat was now weathering a
violent storm.“Do I,” he enunciated very carefully, “look like I have found peace?”Professor Lyall
had nothing to say in response to that.“Exactly!” Lord Maccon made a wide and flailing gesture.
“She is wedged”—he pointed two thick fingers at his head as though they formed a pistol
—“here.” Then rammed them at his chest. “And here. Canna shake her. Stickier than”—his
powers of metaphor failed him—“stickier than… cold porridge getting all gloopy on the side of a
bowl,” he finally came up with triumphantly.Professor Lyall wondered what Lady Alexia Maccon
would say to being compared to such a pedestrian foodstuff. She would probably compare her
husband to something even less agreeable, like haggis.Lord Maccon looked at his Beta with
wide, soulful eyes, the color of which changed with his mood. Currently they were a watered-
down caramel and highly unfocused. “Why’d she have ta go an do a thing like that?”“I don’t think
she did.” Professor Lyall had been meaning to have this out with his Alpha for some time. He had
simply hoped the discussion would occur during one of Lord Maccon’s rare moments of



sobriety.“Well, then, why’d she lie about it?”“No. I mean to say, I do not believe she was lying.”
Lyall stood his ground. A Beta’s main function within the werewolf pack was to support his Alpha
in all things—publicly, and to question him as much as possible—privately.Lord Maccon cleared
his throat and looked at his Beta in myopic seriousness from under fierce eyebrows. “Randolph,
this may come as a shock, but I am a werewolf.”“Yes, my lord.”“Two hundred and one years of
age.”“Yes, my lord.”“Pregnancy, under such circumstances, you must understand, is not
possible.”“Certainly not for you, my lord.”“Thank you, Randolph, that is verra helpful.”Professor
Lyall had thought it rather funny, but he’d never been much good at humor. “But, sir, we
understand so very little about the preternatural state. And the vampires never did like the idea of
you marrying her. Could it be they knew something?”“Vampires always know something.”“About
what might happen. About the possibility of a child, I mean.”“Poppycock! The howlers would
have said somewhat to me at the outset.”“Howlers do not always remember everything, do they?
They cannot remember what happened to Egypt, for one.”“God-Breaker Plague? You saying
Alexia is pregnant with the God-Breaker Plague?”Lyall didn’t even dignify that with an answer.
The God-Breaker Plague was the werewolf moniker for the fact that in Egypt supernatural
abilities were rendered negligible. It could not, by any stretch of the imagination, act as a
paternal agent.They finally made it to the castle, and Lord Maccon was momentarily distracted
by the Herculean task of trying to climb steps.“You know,” continued the earl in outraged hurt
once he’d attained the small landing, “I groveled for that woman. Me!” He glared at Professor
Lyall. “An’ you told me to!”Professor Lyall puffed out his cheeks in exasperation. It was like trying
to have a conversation with a distracted and very soggy scone. Every time he pushed in one
direction the earl either oozed or crumbled. If he could simply get Lord Maccon off the sauce he
might be able to talk some sense into him. The Alpha was notoriously emotional and heavy-
handed in these matters, prone to flying off the cogs, but he could usually be brought around to
reason eventually. He wasn’t all that dim.Professor Lyall knew Lady Maccon’s character; she
might be capable of betraying her husband, but if she had done so, she would admit to it openly.
Thus, logic dictated she was telling the truth. Lyall was enough of a scientist to conclude from
this that the currently accepted gospel truth, that supernatural creatures could not impregnate
mortal women, was flawed. Even Lord Maccon, pigheaded and hurt, could be convinced of this
line of reasoning eventually. After all, the earl could not possibly want to believe Alexia capable
of infidelity. At this point, he was simply wallowing.“Don’t you think it’s about time you sobered
up?”“Wait, lemme ponder that.” Lord Maccon paused, as though giving the matter deep
consideration. “Nope.”They made their way inside Woolsey Castle, which was no castle at all but
more a manor with delusions of dignity. There were stories about the previous owner that no one
entirely believed, but one thing was for certain: the man had an unhealthy passion for flying
buttresses.Lyall was grateful to be out of the sun. He was old enough and strong enough not to
be bothered by direct sunlight for short lengths of time, but that didn’t mean he enjoyed the
sensation. It felt like a tingling buzz just underneath the skin, highly unpleasant. Lord Maccon, of
course, never seemed to notice sunlight at all, even when he was sober—Alphas!“So where are



you acquiring the alcohol, my lord?”“Didna drink—hic—any alcohol.” Lord Maccon winked at his
Beta and patted him on the shoulder affectionately, as though they were sharing some great
secret.Lyall was having none of that. “Well, my lord, I think perhaps you would have had
to.”“Nope.”A tall, striking blond, with a perennially curled lip and hair in a military queue, rounded
a corner of the hall and halted upon seeing them. “Is he soused again?”“If you mean, ‘is he drunk
still?’ then, yes.”“Where, in all that is holy, is he getting the plonk?”“Do you think I haven’t tried to
figure that out? Don’t just stand there gawping. Make yourself useful.”Major Channing Channing
of the Chesterfield Channings slouched reluctantly over to brace his pack leader from the other
side. Together the Beta and the Gamma steered their Alpha down the hall to the central
staircase, up several floors, over, and up the final steps to the earl’s tower sleeping chamber.
They managed this with only three casualties: Lord Maccon’s dignity (which hadn’t very far to fall
at that point), Major Channing’s elbow (which met a mahogany finial), and an innocent Etruscan
vase (which died so that Lord Maccon could lurch with sufficient exaggeration).During the
course of the proceedings, Lord Maccon started to sing. It was some obscure Scottish ballad, or
perhaps some newer, more modern piece about cats dying—it was difficult to tell with Lord
Maccon. Before his metamorphosis, he had been a rather well-thought-of opera singer, or so the
rumors went, but all remnants of pitch were shredded beyond hope of salvation during his
change to supernatural state. His skill as a singer had fled along with the bulk of his soul, leaving
behind a man who could inflict real pain with the slightest ditty. Metamorphosis, reflected Lyall,
wincing, was kinder to some than to others.“Dinna wanna,” objected his lordship at the entrance
to his sleeping chamber. “Reminds me.”There was no trace of Alexia left in the room. She’d
cleared out all of her personal possessions as soon as she returned from Scotland. But the three
men in the doorway were werewolves; they merely needed to sniff the air and her scent was
there—vanilla with a trace of cinnamon.“This is going to be a long week,” said Channing in
exasperation.“Just help me get him into bed.”The two werewolves managed, through dint of
cajoling and brute force, to get Lord Maccon into his large four-poster bed. Once there, he
flopped facedown, and almost immediately began snoring.“Something simply must be done
about him.” Channing’s accent was that of the privileged elite. It irritated Professor Lyall that the
Gamma had never bothered to modify it over the decades. In the modern age, only elderly
dowagers with too many teeth still spoke English that way.Lyall refrained from comment.“What if
we have a challenger or a bid for metamorphosis? We should be getting more of both now that
he has successfully changed a female into a werewolf. You cannot keep Lady Kingair a secret in
Scotland forever.” Channing’s tone was full of both pride and annoyance. “Claviger petitions have
already escalated; our Alpha should be handling those, not spending his days falling down
drunk. This behavior is weakening the pack.”“I can hold the challengers off,” said Professor Lyall
with no shame, no modesty, and no boasting. Randolph Lyall might not be as large, nor as
overtly masculine, as most werewolves but he had earned the right to be Beta in London’s
strongest pack. Earned it so many times over and in so many ways that few questioned his right
anymore.“But you have no Anubis Form. You cannot cover for our Alpha in every way.”“Just you



mind your Gamma responsibilities, Channing, and leave me to see to the rest.”Major Channing
gave both Lord Maccon and Professor Lyall disgusted looks and then strode from the room, the
tail of his long, blond hair swaying in annoyance.Professor Lyall had intended to do the same,
minus the long, blond hair, but he heard a whispered, “Randolph,” come from the wide bed. He
made his way along the side of the big feather mattress to where the earl’s tawny eyes were
once more open and unfocused.“Yes, my lord?”“If”—the earl swallowed nervously—“if I am
wrong, and I’m na saying I am, but if I am, well, I’ll have to grovel again, won’t I?”Professor Lyall
had seen Lady Maccon’s face when she returned home to pack up her clothing and quit
Woolsey Castle. She wasn’t big on crying—practical minded, tough, and unemotional even at
the worst of times, like most preternaturals—but that didn’t mean she wasn’t utterly gutted by her
husband’s rejection. Professor Lyall had seen a number of things in his lifetime he hoped never
to see again; that look of hopelessness in Alexia’s dark eyes was definitely one of them.“I am not
convinced groveling will be quite sufficient in this instance, my lord.” He was not disposed to
allow his Alpha any quarter.“Ah. Well, bollocks,” said his lordship eloquently.“That is the least of
it. If my deductions are correct, she is also in very grave danger, my lord. Very grave.”But Lord
Maccon had already gone back to sleep.Professor Lyall went off to hunt down the earl’s source
of inebriation. Much to his distress, he found it. Lord Maccon hadn’t lied. It was, in fact, not
alcohol at all.Alexia Maccon’s parasol had been designed at prodigious expense, with
considerable imagination and much attention to detail. It could emit a dart equipped with a
numbing agent, a wooden spike for vampires, a silver spike for werewolves, a magnetic
disruption field, and two kinds of toxic mist, and, of course, it possessed a plethora of hidden
pockets. It had recently been entirely overhauled and refurbished with new ammunition, which,
unfortunately, did little to improve its appearance. It was not a very prepossessing accessory, for
all its serviceability, being both outlandish in design and indifferent in shape. It was a drab slate-
gray color with cream ruffle trim, and it had a shaft in the new ancient Egyptian style that looked
rather like an elongated pineapple.Despite its many advanced attributes, Lady Maccon’s most
common application of the parasol was through brute force enacted directly upon the cranium of
an opponent. It was a crude and perhaps undignified modus operandi to be certain, but it had
worked so well for her in the past that she was loath to rely too heavily upon any of the
newfangled aspects of her parasol’s character.Thus she left Lord Akeldama’s chubby calico
reclining in untroubled indolence and dashed to the side of the door, parasol at the ready. It was
an odd set of coincidences, but every time she visited Lord Akeldama’s drawing room something
untoward happened. Perhaps this was not quite so surprising if one knew Lord Akeldama
intimately.A top hat, with attached head, peeked into the room and was soon followed by a
dashing figure sporting a forest-green velvet frock coat and leather spats. For a moment, Alexia
almost pulled back on her swing, thinking the intruder was Biffy. Biffy was Lord Akeldama’s
favorite, and prone to wearing things like velvet frock coats. But then the young man glanced
toward her hiding spot—a round face sporting muttonchops and a surprised expression. Not
Biffy, for Biffy abhorred muttonchops. The parasol hurtled in the unfortunate gentleman’s



direction.Thwack!The young man shielded his head with a forearm, which took the brunt of the
blow, and then twisted to the side and out of the parasol’s reach.“Good gracious me,” he
exclaimed, backing away warily and rubbing at his arm. “I say there, do hold your horses! Pretty
poor showing, walloping a gent with that accessory of yours without even a by-your-leave.”Alexia
would have none of it. “Who are you?” she demanded, changing tactics and pressing one of the
lotus petals on the shaft of her parasol, arming the tip with a numbing dart. This new stance did
not look quite so threatening, as she now appeared to be about to issue a prod instead of a
thwack.The young gentleman, however, remained respectfully wary. He cleared his throat.
“Boots, Lady Maccon. Emmet Wilberforce Bootbottle-Fipps, but everyone calls me Boots. How
do you do?”Well, there was no excuse for rudeness. “How do you do, Mr. Bootbottle-Fipps?”The
self-titled Boots continued. “All apologies for not being someone more important, but there’s no
need to take on so vigorously.” He eyed the parasol with deep suspicion.Alexia lowered it.“What
are you, then?”“Oh, no one of significance, my lady. Just one of Lord Akeldama’s”—a hand
waved about, indicating the general splendor of the house—“newer boys.” The young gentleman
paused, frowning in concentration and stroking one of his muttonchops. “He left me behind to
tell you something. A sort of secret message.” He winked conspiratorially and then seemed to
think better of the flirtation when the parasol was raised against him once more. “I think it is in
code.” He laced his hands behind his back and stood up straight as though about to recite some
long Byronic poem. “Now what was it? You were expected sooner, and my memory is not so…
Ah, yes, check the cat.”“That was all he had to tell me?”Green-clad shoulders shrugged. “ ’Fraid
so.”They spent several moments staring at each other in silence.Finally, Boots cleared his throat
delicately. “Very good, Lady Maccon. If you do not require anything further?” And without waiting
for her to reply, he turned to leave the room. “Pip pip. Must, you understand, press on. Top of the
morning to you.”Alexia trailed him out of the room. “But where have they all gone?”“Can’t tell you
that, I’m afraid, Lady Maccon. I understand it’s not safe. Not safe at all.”Alexia’s confusion turned
to worry.“Not safe for whom? You, me, or Lord Akeldama?” She noticed he hadn’t actually
admitted to knowing his master’s new location.Boots paused at the door and looked back. “Now,
don’t you worry, Lady Maccon; it’ll be all right in the end. Lord Akeldama will see to it. He always
does.”“Where is he?”“Why, with the others, of course. Where else would he be? Off and about,
you know how it goes. A goodly numbered hunting party has gone afield, you understand,
tracking, as it were. Gone to find…” He trailed off. “Oops. Never you mind, Lady Maccon. Just
attend to what his lordship said about the cat. Toodles.” And, with that, he gave her a funny little
half bow and let himself out of the house.Alexia, mystified, returned to the drawing room where
the calico still held court. The only thing odd about the animal, apart from the creature’s
murderous tendencies toward tassels, was the metal collar about her neck. Alexia unclipped it
and took it over to the window to examine it in the sunlight. It was thin enough to unroll into a flat
ribbon and had been punched all along in an apparently random pattern of dots. It reminded
Alexia of something. She ran one glove-covered fingertip along the indentations, trying to
remember.Ah, yes. It was very like the loops that fed through music machines, making those little



chiming repetitive tunes that so delighted children and so annoyed adults. If this ribbon also
made some kind of sound, she would need a means of listening to it. Rather than search Lord
Akeldama’s entire house without knowing what exact device she was looking for, and figuring
the vampire in question would not be so irresponsible as to leave it on the premises, anyway, she
could think of but one person who could help her at this juncture—Madame Lefoux. She headed
back out to her carriage.CHAPTER TWOIn Which Lord Maccon Is Likened to a Small
CucumberLord Akeldama’s house was located in one of the most fashionable parts of London. A
part that had probably become fashionable because it was fortunate enough to host said town
house. Lord Akeldama did everything fashionably, sometimes to the exclusion of all else,
including common sense. If Lord Akeldama were to take up wrestling in vats of jellied eels, it
would probably become fashionable within a fortnight. The exterior of his house had been
recently redecorated to the height of modern taste and the worshipful approval of the ton. It was
painted pale lavender with gold trim swirling and flouncing around every window and aperture.
An herbaceous border of lilac bushes, sunflowers, and pansies had been planted as a
complement, forming a pleasing three-level effect as visitors wandered up to the front steps,
even in winter. The house stood as a solo bastion of cheer, battling valiantly against the London
sky, which had undertaken its customary stance halfway between an indifferent gray and a
malnourished drizzle.No one responded to Lady Maccon’s knock, nor to her tug on the bell rope,
but the gilded front door had been left unlocked. Waving at the driver to wait, Alexia made her
way cautiously inside, parasol up and at the ready. The rooms lay in unabashed splendor—fluffy
carpets depicting romantically inclined shepherds, paired with arched ceilings playing host to
equally amorous cherubs painted a la Roma.“Halloo. Anybody home?”The place was
completely and utterly deserted, obviously in exceptional haste. Not only was there no Lord
Akeldama, but there was no Biffy, nor any other drone. Lord Akeldama’s abode was normally a
carnival of delights: discarded top hats and piles of playbills, the scent of expensive cigars and
French cologne, and it boasted a background hum of chatter and hilarity. The silence and
stillness were all the more noticeable by comparison.Alexia made her way slowly through the
empty rooms, as though she were an archaeologist visiting an abandoned tomb. All she found
was evidence of departure, certain items of importance taken down from places of honor. The
gold pipe was missing, the one that normally sat atop the mantelpiece in the drawing room like
some revered item of plumbing but that—Alexia knew from personal experience—hid two
curved blades. The fact that Lord Akeldama saw fit to take that particular item with him did not
bode well for the reason behind his departure.The only living thing on the premises, aside from
Alexia, appeared to be the resident cat. The feline in question was a fat calico that possessed
the disposition of a placid narcoleptic and that roused only periodically to enact potent and
vicious revenge upon the nearest tasseled throw pillow. Currently, the animal lay sprawled
across a puffy hassock, the remains of three decapitated tassels nestled near her chin. Cats, as
a general rule, were the only creatures that tolerated vampires. Most other animals had what the
scientists termed a well-developed prey response behavior pattern. Felines, apparently, didn’t



consider themselves vampire prey. This one, however, was so utterly indifferent to any non-
tassel-related creature, she could probably have tolerated residency among a pack of
werewolves.“Where has your master disappeared to, Fatty?” Alexia inquired of the creature.The
cat had no definitive answer but graciously allowed herself to be scratched under the chin. She
was sporting a most peculiar metal collar, and Lady Maccon was just bending down to examine
it closer when she heard muffled footsteps in the hallway behind her.Lord Conall Maccon was
drunk.He was not drunk in the halfhearted manner of most supernatural creatures, wherein
twelve pints of bitter had finally turned the world slightly fuzzy. No, Lord Maccon was rip-roaring,
tumble down, without a doubt, pickled beyond the gherkin.It took an enormous quantity of
alcohol to get a werewolf that inebriated. And, reflected Professor Lyall as he steered his Alpha
around the side of an inconvenient potshed, it was almost as miraculous a feat to attain such
quantities as it was to ingest them. How had Lord Maccon finagled such an arrangement? Not
only that, how had he managed to acquire said booze so consistently over the past three days
without visiting London or tapping into Woolsey Castle’s well-stocked cellar? Really, thought the
Beta in annoyance, such powers of alcoholism could almost be thought supernatural.Lord
Maccon lurched heavily into the side of the potshed. The meat of his left shoulder and upper arm
crashed against the oak siding. The entire building swayed on its foundation.“Pardon,”
apologized the earl with a small hiccough, “didna see ya there.”“For Pete’s sake, Conall,” said his
Beta in tones of the deeply put-upon, “how did you manage to get so corned?” He tugged his
Alpha away from the abused shed.“Na drunk,” insisted his lordship, throwing one substantial arm
across his Beta’s shoulders and leaning heavily upon it. “Jush a tiny little slightly small bit’a
squiffy.” His lordship’s accent got distinctly more Scottish in times of great stress, strong
emotion, or, apparently, under the influence of vast amounts of liquid intoxicants.They left the
safety of the potshed.The earl pitched forward suddenly, his grip on his Beta the only thing that
managed to keep him upright. “Whoa! Watch that bit’o ground there, would ya? Tricky, tricky,
jumps right up at a man.”“Where did you acquire the alcohol?” Professor Lyall asked again as he
tried valiantly to get his Alpha back on track across the wide lawn of Woolsey’s extensive
grounds, toward the castle proper. It was like trying to steer a steamboat through a tub of
turbulent molasses. A normal human would have buckled under the strain, but Lyall was lucky
enough to have supernatural strength to call upon at times of great difficulty. Lord Maccon wasn’t
simply big; he was also tremendously solid, like a walking, talking Roman fortification.“And how
did you get all the way out here? I distinctly remember tucking you into bed before leaving your
room last night.” Professor Lyall spoke very clearly and precisely, not entirely sure how much was
seeping into his Alpha’s thick skull.Lord Maccon’s head bobbed slightly as he attempted to
follow Professor Lyall’s words.“Went for a wee nightly run. Needed peace and quiet. Needed air
in my fur. Needed fields under my paws. Needed, oh I canna—hic—explain… needed the
company of hedgehogs.”“And did you find it?”“Find what? No hedgehogs. Stupid hedgehogs.”
Lord Maccon tripped over a daphne bush, one of the many that lined the pathway leading up to
a side entrance of the house. “Who bloody well put that there?”“Peace, did you find peace?”Lord



Maccon stopped and drew himself upright, straightening his spine and throwing his shoulders
back. It was an action driven by memory of military service. It caused him to positively tower over
his second. Despite his ramrod-straight back, the Alpha managed to sway side to side, as if the
aforementioned molasses-bound steamboat was now weathering a violent storm.“Do I,” he
enunciated very carefully, “look like I have found peace?”Professor Lyall had nothing to say in
response to that.“Exactly!” Lord Maccon made a wide and flailing gesture. “She is wedged”—he
pointed two thick fingers at his head as though they formed a pistol—“here.” Then rammed them
at his chest. “And here. Canna shake her. Stickier than”—his powers of metaphor failed him
—“stickier than… cold porridge getting all gloopy on the side of a bowl,” he finally came up with
triumphantly.Professor Lyall wondered what Lady Alexia Maccon would say to being compared
to such a pedestrian foodstuff. She would probably compare her husband to something even
less agreeable, like haggis.Lord Maccon looked at his Beta with wide, soulful eyes, the color of
which changed with his mood. Currently they were a watered-down caramel and highly
unfocused. “Why’d she have ta go an do a thing like that?”“I don’t think she did.” Professor Lyall
had been meaning to have this out with his Alpha for some time. He had simply hoped the
discussion would occur during one of Lord Maccon’s rare moments of sobriety.“Well, then, why’d
she lie about it?”“No. I mean to say, I do not believe she was lying.” Lyall stood his ground. A
Beta’s main function within the werewolf pack was to support his Alpha in all things—publicly,
and to question him as much as possible—privately.Lord Maccon cleared his throat and looked
at his Beta in myopic seriousness from under fierce eyebrows. “Randolph, this may come as a
shock, but I am a werewolf.”“Yes, my lord.”“Two hundred and one years of age.”“Yes, my
lord.”“Pregnancy, under such circumstances, you must understand, is not possible.”“Certainly
not for you, my lord.”“Thank you, Randolph, that is verra helpful.”Professor Lyall had thought it
rather funny, but he’d never been much good at humor. “But, sir, we understand so very little
about the preternatural state. And the vampires never did like the idea of you marrying her. Could
it be they knew something?”“Vampires always know something.”“About what might happen.
About the possibility of a child, I mean.”“Poppycock! The howlers would have said somewhat to
me at the outset.”“Howlers do not always remember everything, do they? They cannot
remember what happened to Egypt, for one.”“God-Breaker Plague? You saying Alexia is
pregnant with the God-Breaker Plague?”Lyall didn’t even dignify that with an answer. The God-
Breaker Plague was the werewolf moniker for the fact that in Egypt supernatural abilities were
rendered negligible. It could not, by any stretch of the imagination, act as a paternal agent.They
finally made it to the castle, and Lord Maccon was momentarily distracted by the Herculean task
of trying to climb steps.“You know,” continued the earl in outraged hurt once he’d attained the
small landing, “I groveled for that woman. Me!” He glared at Professor Lyall. “An’ you told me
to!”Professor Lyall puffed out his cheeks in exasperation. It was like trying to have a conversation
with a distracted and very soggy scone. Every time he pushed in one direction the earl either
oozed or crumbled. If he could simply get Lord Maccon off the sauce he might be able to talk
some sense into him. The Alpha was notoriously emotional and heavy-handed in these matters,



prone to flying off the cogs, but he could usually be brought around to reason eventually. He
wasn’t all that dim.Professor Lyall knew Lady Maccon’s character; she might be capable of
betraying her husband, but if she had done so, she would admit to it openly. Thus, logic dictated
she was telling the truth. Lyall was enough of a scientist to conclude from this that the currently
accepted gospel truth, that supernatural creatures could not impregnate mortal women, was
flawed. Even Lord Maccon, pigheaded and hurt, could be convinced of this line of reasoning
eventually. After all, the earl could not possibly want to believe Alexia capable of infidelity. At this
point, he was simply wallowing.“Don’t you think it’s about time you sobered up?”“Wait, lemme
ponder that.” Lord Maccon paused, as though giving the matter deep consideration. “Nope.”They
made their way inside Woolsey Castle, which was no castle at all but more a manor with
delusions of dignity. There were stories about the previous owner that no one entirely believed,
but one thing was for certain: the man had an unhealthy passion for flying buttresses.Lyall was
grateful to be out of the sun. He was old enough and strong enough not to be bothered by direct
sunlight for short lengths of time, but that didn’t mean he enjoyed the sensation. It felt like a
tingling buzz just underneath the skin, highly unpleasant. Lord Maccon, of course, never seemed
to notice sunlight at all, even when he was sober—Alphas!“So where are you acquiring the
alcohol, my lord?”“Didna drink—hic—any alcohol.” Lord Maccon winked at his Beta and patted
him on the shoulder affectionately, as though they were sharing some great secret.Lyall was
having none of that. “Well, my lord, I think perhaps you would have had to.”“Nope.”A tall, striking
blond, with a perennially curled lip and hair in a military queue, rounded a corner of the hall and
halted upon seeing them. “Is he soused again?”“If you mean, ‘is he drunk still?’ then,
yes.”“Where, in all that is holy, is he getting the plonk?”“Do you think I haven’t tried to figure that
out? Don’t just stand there gawping. Make yourself useful.”Major Channing Channing of the
Chesterfield Channings slouched reluctantly over to brace his pack leader from the other side.
Together the Beta and the Gamma steered their Alpha down the hall to the central staircase, up
several floors, over, and up the final steps to the earl’s tower sleeping chamber. They managed
this with only three casualties: Lord Maccon’s dignity (which hadn’t very far to fall at that point),
Major Channing’s elbow (which met a mahogany finial), and an innocent Etruscan vase (which
died so that Lord Maccon could lurch with sufficient exaggeration).During the course of the
proceedings, Lord Maccon started to sing. It was some obscure Scottish ballad, or perhaps
some newer, more modern piece about cats dying—it was difficult to tell with Lord Maccon.
Before his metamorphosis, he had been a rather well-thought-of opera singer, or so the rumors
went, but all remnants of pitch were shredded beyond hope of salvation during his change to
supernatural state. His skill as a singer had fled along with the bulk of his soul, leaving behind a
man who could inflict real pain with the slightest ditty. Metamorphosis, reflected Lyall, wincing,
was kinder to some than to others.“Dinna wanna,” objected his lordship at the entrance to his
sleeping chamber. “Reminds me.”There was no trace of Alexia left in the room. She’d cleared out
all of her personal possessions as soon as she returned from Scotland. But the three men in the
doorway were werewolves; they merely needed to sniff the air and her scent was there—vanilla



with a trace of cinnamon.“This is going to be a long week,” said Channing in exasperation.“Just
help me get him into bed.”The two werewolves managed, through dint of cajoling and brute
force, to get Lord Maccon into his large four-poster bed. Once there, he flopped facedown, and
almost immediately began snoring.“Something simply must be done about him.” Channing’s
accent was that of the privileged elite. It irritated Professor Lyall that the Gamma had never
bothered to modify it over the decades. In the modern age, only elderly dowagers with too many
teeth still spoke English that way.Lyall refrained from comment.“What if we have a challenger or
a bid for metamorphosis? We should be getting more of both now that he has successfully
changed a female into a werewolf. You cannot keep Lady Kingair a secret in Scotland forever.”
Channing’s tone was full of both pride and annoyance. “Claviger petitions have already
escalated; our Alpha should be handling those, not spending his days falling down drunk. This
behavior is weakening the pack.”“I can hold the challengers off,” said Professor Lyall with no
shame, no modesty, and no boasting. Randolph Lyall might not be as large, nor as overtly
masculine, as most werewolves but he had earned the right to be Beta in London’s strongest
pack. Earned it so many times over and in so many ways that few questioned his right
anymore.“But you have no Anubis Form. You cannot cover for our Alpha in every way.”“Just you
mind your Gamma responsibilities, Channing, and leave me to see to the rest.”Major Channing
gave both Lord Maccon and Professor Lyall disgusted looks and then strode from the room, the
tail of his long, blond hair swaying in annoyance.Professor Lyall had intended to do the same,
minus the long, blond hair, but he heard a whispered, “Randolph,” come from the wide bed. He
made his way along the side of the big feather mattress to where the earl’s tawny eyes were
once more open and unfocused.“Yes, my lord?”“If”—the earl swallowed nervously—“if I am
wrong, and I’m na saying I am, but if I am, well, I’ll have to grovel again, won’t I?”Professor Lyall
had seen Lady Maccon’s face when she returned home to pack up her clothing and quit
Woolsey Castle. She wasn’t big on crying—practical minded, tough, and unemotional even at
the worst of times, like most preternaturals—but that didn’t mean she wasn’t utterly gutted by her
husband’s rejection. Professor Lyall had seen a number of things in his lifetime he hoped never
to see again; that look of hopelessness in Alexia’s dark eyes was definitely one of them.“I am not
convinced groveling will be quite sufficient in this instance, my lord.” He was not disposed to
allow his Alpha any quarter.“Ah. Well, bollocks,” said his lordship eloquently.“That is the least of
it. If my deductions are correct, she is also in very grave danger, my lord. Very grave.”But Lord
Maccon had already gone back to sleep.Professor Lyall went off to hunt down the earl’s source
of inebriation. Much to his distress, he found it. Lord Maccon hadn’t lied. It was, in fact, not
alcohol at all.Alexia Maccon’s parasol had been designed at prodigious expense, with
considerable imagination and much attention to detail. It could emit a dart equipped with a
numbing agent, a wooden spike for vampires, a silver spike for werewolves, a magnetic
disruption field, and two kinds of toxic mist, and, of course, it possessed a plethora of hidden
pockets. It had recently been entirely overhauled and refurbished with new ammunition, which,
unfortunately, did little to improve its appearance. It was not a very prepossessing accessory, for



all its serviceability, being both outlandish in design and indifferent in shape. It was a drab slate-
gray color with cream ruffle trim, and it had a shaft in the new ancient Egyptian style that looked
rather like an elongated pineapple.Despite its many advanced attributes, Lady Maccon’s most
common application of the parasol was through brute force enacted directly upon the cranium of
an opponent. It was a crude and perhaps undignified modus operandi to be certain, but it had
worked so well for her in the past that she was loath to rely too heavily upon any of the
newfangled aspects of her parasol’s character.Thus she left Lord Akeldama’s chubby calico
reclining in untroubled indolence and dashed to the side of the door, parasol at the ready. It was
an odd set of coincidences, but every time she visited Lord Akeldama’s drawing room something
untoward happened. Perhaps this was not quite so surprising if one knew Lord Akeldama
intimately.A top hat, with attached head, peeked into the room and was soon followed by a
dashing figure sporting a forest-green velvet frock coat and leather spats. For a moment, Alexia
almost pulled back on her swing, thinking the intruder was Biffy. Biffy was Lord Akeldama’s
favorite, and prone to wearing things like velvet frock coats. But then the young man glanced
toward her hiding spot—a round face sporting muttonchops and a surprised expression. Not
Biffy, for Biffy abhorred muttonchops. The parasol hurtled in the unfortunate gentleman’s
direction.Thwack!The young man shielded his head with a forearm, which took the brunt of the
blow, and then twisted to the side and out of the parasol’s reach.“Good gracious me,” he
exclaimed, backing away warily and rubbing at his arm. “I say there, do hold your horses! Pretty
poor showing, walloping a gent with that accessory of yours without even a by-your-leave.”Alexia
would have none of it. “Who are you?” she demanded, changing tactics and pressing one of the
lotus petals on the shaft of her parasol, arming the tip with a numbing dart. This new stance did
not look quite so threatening, as she now appeared to be about to issue a prod instead of a
thwack.The young gentleman, however, remained respectfully wary. He cleared his throat.
“Boots, Lady Maccon. Emmet Wilberforce Bootbottle-Fipps, but everyone calls me Boots. How
do you do?”Well, there was no excuse for rudeness. “How do you do, Mr. Bootbottle-Fipps?”The
self-titled Boots continued. “All apologies for not being someone more important, but there’s no
need to take on so vigorously.” He eyed the parasol with deep suspicion.Alexia lowered it.“What
are you, then?”“Oh, no one of significance, my lady. Just one of Lord Akeldama’s”—a hand
waved about, indicating the general splendor of the house—“newer boys.” The young gentleman
paused, frowning in concentration and stroking one of his muttonchops. “He left me behind to
tell you something. A sort of secret message.” He winked conspiratorially and then seemed to
think better of the flirtation when the parasol was raised against him once more. “I think it is in
code.” He laced his hands behind his back and stood up straight as though about to recite some
long Byronic poem. “Now what was it? You were expected sooner, and my memory is not so…
Ah, yes, check the cat.”“That was all he had to tell me?”Green-clad shoulders shrugged. “ ’Fraid
so.”They spent several moments staring at each other in silence.Finally, Boots cleared his throat
delicately. “Very good, Lady Maccon. If you do not require anything further?” And without waiting
for her to reply, he turned to leave the room. “Pip pip. Must, you understand, press on. Top of the



morning to you.”Alexia trailed him out of the room. “But where have they all gone?”“Can’t tell you
that, I’m afraid, Lady Maccon. I understand it’s not safe. Not safe at all.”Alexia’s confusion turned
to worry.“Not safe for whom? You, me, or Lord Akeldama?” She noticed he hadn’t actually
admitted to knowing his master’s new location.Boots paused at the door and looked back. “Now,
don’t you worry, Lady Maccon; it’ll be all right in the end. Lord Akeldama will see to it. He always
does.”“Where is he?”“Why, with the others, of course. Where else would he be? Off and about,
you know how it goes. A goodly numbered hunting party has gone afield, you understand,
tracking, as it were. Gone to find…” He trailed off. “Oops. Never you mind, Lady Maccon. Just
attend to what his lordship said about the cat. Toodles.” And, with that, he gave her a funny little
half bow and let himself out of the house.Alexia, mystified, returned to the drawing room where
the calico still held court. The only thing odd about the animal, apart from the creature’s
murderous tendencies toward tassels, was the metal collar about her neck. Alexia unclipped it
and took it over to the window to examine it in the sunlight. It was thin enough to unroll into a flat
ribbon and had been punched all along in an apparently random pattern of dots. It reminded
Alexia of something. She ran one glove-covered fingertip along the indentations, trying to
remember.Ah, yes. It was very like the loops that fed through music machines, making those little
chiming repetitive tunes that so delighted children and so annoyed adults. If this ribbon also
made some kind of sound, she would need a means of listening to it. Rather than search Lord
Akeldama’s entire house without knowing what exact device she was looking for, and figuring
the vampire in question would not be so irresponsible as to leave it on the premises, anyway, she
could think of but one person who could help her at this juncture—Madame Lefoux. She headed
back out to her carriage.CHAPTER THREEAlexia Engages in EntomologySomeone was trying
to kill Lady Alexia Maccon. It was most inconvenient, as she was in a dreadful hurry.Given her
previous familiarity with near-death experiences and their comparative frequency with regards to
her good self, Alexia should probably have allowed extra time for such a predictable
happenstance. Except that in this particular instance, the unpleasant event was occurring in
broad daylight, while she was driving down Oxford Street—not, as a general rule, the expected
time or location for such an event.She wasn’t even in a rented hackney. She’d grown to
anticipate regular attacks when hired transport was involved, but this time she was riding in a
private conveyance. She had pinched Squire Loontwill’s carriage. As her dear stepfather was
giving her the royal heave-ho, she figured he wouldn’t mind if she loaded his personal mode of
transport with all her worldly goods and stole it for the day. As it turned out, he did mind, but she
wasn’t there to witness his annoyance. He had ended up borrowing his wife’s pony and trap, a
contraption decked in yellow tulle and pink rosettes, which was vastly ill suited to both his dignity
and girth.Her attackers didn’t appear willing to follow previously established patterns in the
murder arena. For one thing, they weren’t supernatural. For another, they were ticking—quite
loudly, in fact. Lastly, they were also skittering. They were undertaking the ticking because, so far
as Alexia could determine, and she rather preferred not to get too close, they were clockwork, or
some variety of windup mechanical. And they were undertaking the skittering because they were



beetles—large, shiny red beetles with black spots and multifaceted crystal eyes, boasting nasty-
looking syringes that poked upward in place of antennae.Ladybugs were invading her carriage,
a whole herd of them.Each ladybug was about the size of Alexia’s hand. They were crawling all
over the conveyance, trying to break inside. Unfortunately, this did not require much diligence, as
the window above the door was open wide enough for any old killer ladybug to sneak right
in.Alexia lurched up, crushing her poor hat against the ceiling of the cab, and tried to slam the
sash closed, but she was far too slow. They were remarkably fast for such tubby creatures. A
closer view of those antennae revealed tiny beads of moisture oozing from the tips—probably
some brand of poison. She reworked her assessment of her attackers: homicidal mechanical
dripping ladybugs—ugh.CHAPTER THREEAlexia Engages in EntomologySomeone was trying
to kill Lady Alexia Maccon. It was most inconvenient, as she was in a dreadful hurry.Given her
previous familiarity with near-death experiences and their comparative frequency with regards to
her good self, Alexia should probably have allowed extra time for such a predictable
happenstance. Except that in this particular instance, the unpleasant event was occurring in
broad daylight, while she was driving down Oxford Street—not, as a general rule, the expected
time or location for such an event.She wasn’t even in a rented hackney. She’d grown to
anticipate regular attacks when hired transport was involved, but this time she was riding in a
private conveyance. She had pinched Squire Loontwill’s carriage. As her dear stepfather was
giving her the royal heave-ho, she figured he wouldn’t mind if she loaded his personal mode of
transport with all her worldly goods and stole it for the day. As it turned out, he did mind, but she
wasn’t there to witness his annoyance. He had ended up borrowing his wife’s pony and trap, a
contraption decked in yellow tulle and pink rosettes, which was vastly ill suited to both his dignity
and girth.Her attackers didn’t appear willing to follow previously established patterns in the
murder arena. For one thing, they weren’t supernatural. For another, they were ticking—quite
loudly, in fact. Lastly, they were also skittering. They were undertaking the ticking because, so far
as Alexia could determine, and she rather preferred not to get too close, they were clockwork, or
some variety of windup mechanical. And they were undertaking the skittering because they were
beetles—large, shiny red beetles with black spots and multifaceted crystal eyes, boasting nasty-
looking syringes that poked upward in place of antennae.Ladybugs were invading her carriage,
a whole herd of them.Each ladybug was about the size of Alexia’s hand. They were crawling all
over the conveyance, trying to break inside. Unfortunately, this did not require much diligence, as
the window above the door was open wide enough for any old killer ladybug to sneak right
in.Alexia lurched up, crushing her poor hat against the ceiling of the cab, and tried to slam the
sash closed, but she was far too slow. They were remarkably fast for such tubby creatures. A
closer view of those antennae revealed tiny beads of moisture oozing from the tips—probably
some brand of poison. She reworked her assessment of her attackers: homicidal mechanical
dripping ladybugs—ugh.
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Alpha Reader, “Steampunk magnificence. ** SPOILERS ahead of book #2 `Changeless' **Gail
Carriger's second instalment of the Parasol Protectorate ended on a doozy of a cliff-hanger. At
the end of `Changeless' our buxom heroine discovered she was pregnant, and her werewolf
husband Conall Maccon accused her of infidelity and kicked her out of his house.When
`Blameless' begins Alexia is living in the aftermath of scandal. She has become the talk of
London town for Conall's abandonment, and when word gets out about Alexia's delicate
condition, she is kicked out of her mother's house too. Everyone is convinced that Alexia was
unfaithful to Lord Maccon because he is a werewolf and therefore dead, and thereby unable to
procreate. But everyone seems to be forgetting that Alexia Tarabotti is a prenatural soulless - the
first female soulless in history, and therefore an anomaly.Desperate to prove everyone (namely
Conall) wrong about the legitimacy of her unborn child, Alexia decides to travel to Italy and
uncover information about her prenatural self.Gail Carriger's books are a breath of fresh air. Her
`Parasol Protectorate' series is historical paranormal romance with a healthy dose of
Steampunk. In a word: `fabulous'. Gail Carriger is probably the most unique voice in the
paranormal genre to date, and she continues her magnificence in `Blameless'.This instalment
sees Alexia Tarabotti in the uncomfortable quandary of being abandoned and pregnant. But
Alexia is a heroine made of tough stuff, with a backbone of steel and enviable etiquette. In
`Blameless' Alexia really shines and proves her mettle - she faces down London gossip-
mongers, nightgown-wearing Templars, rampaging vampires and killer ladybugs. Oh yes, Alexia
Tarabotti is probably at her finest when she is backed into a corner, armed only with her Italian
fortitude and weaponized parasol.But `Blameless' also reveals a softer side to Alexia, mainly
triggered by her `infant-inconvenience'. The moments when Alexia allows herself to crumble and
wallow are wonderful if only because they make her recovery that much braver.`Blameless' also
concentrates a lot on the series secondary characters. Accompanying Alexia to Italy is Madame
Lefoux, the androgynous French inventor and hat-shop owner. I love Lefoux for her top-hat
costuming, but also because she cares so deeply (and unrequitedly) for Alexia. There's definite
chemistry on Lefoux's side for Alexia, and I love reading the heated remarks and undercurrents
between these two women... I can't wait for the time when those unreturned feelings boil to the
surface.Then there's Professor Lyall, Beta werewolf-second to Lord Conall Maccon. Poor Lyall
has a lot to contend with in this book, looking after his depressed Alpha while trying to navigate
vampire politics. I absolutely adore Lyall; he's an immaculately dressed sheep-enthusiast (don't
go getting the wrong idea...) who can turn into a proficient and vicious fighter when needs be. I
really like the contrasting combination of Lyall's Beta ruthlessness - he's at once a well-dressed
intellectual, and a formidable werewolf. I would love to read Lyall get a love-interest at some
point in the series, because I think he would be very interesting when he falls in love. I'd even like
it if Lyall got his own spin-off series, because I think he's interesting enough to be his own
protagonist (provided he gets his own love interest).Everybody's favourite secondary character,



Lord Akeldama, does make an appearance in `Blameless', albeit a small one. However, his
storyline in the book will have repercussions in future novels... I don't want to give anything away,
but Akeldama's love life just got interesting.Conall Macon has a relatively small role in
`Blameless'. But his minimalist role is understandable, what with being heartbroken and all.
Regardless, Conall is at his absolute funniest in `Blameless'. Once again I don't want to give
anything away, but look forward to formaldehyde-soaked musings and a drunken werewolf fight.
Hilarious!One of the best things in any Parasol Protectorate novel is the ludicrously ingenious
Steampunk inventions. In `Changeless' it was the introduction of the dirigible (complete with
attached teapot), and in `Blameless' it is "homicidal mechanical dripping ladybugs" (yes, they
are as cool as they sound!). Carriger seems to have an endless imagination for Steampunk
contraptions, and I cannot wait to see what she comes up with next.My one complaint with
`Blameless' was not enough Conall/Alexia goodness. Of course the storyline explains the
reason for their lack of page-time together... but I love their relationship so much and they
bounce off one another with such charming velocity that the book is a little lacking for not having
enough scenes with the two of them. The need is further highlighted by their short time together
which is entirely romantic, sweet and leaves you wanting *more* of the mushy stuff.One thing
that Gail Carriger does very successfully in `Blameless' is secure the longevity of her Parasol
Protectorate series. I don't want to give anything away, but Carriger has set up a storyline of
ensured durability that will likely take many more books (fingers crossed!) to unfold. The last
page of `Blameless' will have you jitterbugging for the next instalment, a far-away July 2011 wait
(entitled `Heartless')... but it will be well worth it!”

Karissa Eckert, “Still fun and wonderful; kind of a transition novel. This is the third book in the
Parasole Protectorate series by Carriger. The fourth book "Heartless" is supposed to be
released in July of 2011. The fifth and final book "Timeless" is supposed to release some time in
2012. This book was a great addition to the series, not quite as fun as the two previous books,
but more of a transition novel in which Alexia searches out the "why?" behind her pregnancy
while fleeing both English hostility and vampires bent on her death.After the bombshell dropped
on us poor readers at the end of 
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, this book picks up shortly after that book leaves off. Alexia is living with her family and
scorned by English society. Things take a turn for the worse when she is thrown out of the family
home, removed from the Shadow Council by the Queen, and attacked by homicidal ladybugs.
She finds that for some reason all of London's vampires are out to kill her. With Floote and
Madame Lefoux as traveling companions Alexia is forced to flee to Italy and try to find the why,
how, and what behind her infant inconvenience. Meanwhile Lord Maccon spends the majority of
the time sloshed as he realizes his mistake in tossing his wife out because of her supposedly
impossible pregnancy; this leaves poor Professor Lyall with a huge mess to hold together.This
was a fun book, but not quite as fun as the previous books in this series. I really missed some of
my favorite characters; for example Lord Akeldama was absent most of the book and the
insufferable Lord Maccon was sloshed. I missed the witty interplay between Lord Maccon and
Alexia. I did enjoy spending more time with Floote, but although I find Madame Lefoux
interesting, she is not one of my favorite characters in this book.I continue to vastly enjoy
Carriger's writing style. I love all the crazy steampunk contraptions she comes up with to
incorporate into the story, I love her witty dialogue, and how her characters try to achieve English
dignity in the craziest of situations. The pace of this story was good, it was a page turner and
kept me fully engaged.  I liked how it wrapped up, without a horrible cliffhanger like 
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had.You learn a lot about the background of many of the characters here. You learn a lot
about Alexia's father and how Floote ties in to all that. You learn more about what it means for
Alexia to be a Preternatural, and many crazy Victorian theories are discussed as to how her
improbable pregnancy occurred. Alexia shows a venerability that she hasn't shown in previous
books. Usually she is so practical and shrewd that you wonder at her emotional depth; this book
explores that a bit more...it's not obnoxious about it but there are scenes where the whole
pregnancy, abandonment, etc just becomes too much for her. Which is entirely reasonable
under the circumstances.I continue to get a lot of joy out of reading this series. It is interesting,
witty, funny, and thoughtful all at once. I am very excited to see what Heartless will bring us and
find out the outcome of Alexia's pregnancy.”



Ms. Theresa M. Derwin, “Nice trip away for Lady Maccon. This is book three of the series, with
much happening in the last two books. But suffice to say, in the interest of avoiding spoilers,
Lady Maccon go d's herself in a research journey with scientist Madame Lefoux, across France
to Italy to research a new "inconvenience" in her life. Of course she gets up to lots of mischief
and dangerous adventures whilst at home Lord Maccon is incapacitated and Beta Lyall has to
keep everything together.Scenes early on with Maccon out of sorts are very funny, and poor old
Lyall is run ragged sorting out disappeared vampires and kidnapped drones.As always, there's
much humour, of polite nature, mayhem, tea and werewolves.Great fun.”

Read Me, “Beware of Templars with pesto and ladybirds with poison.... Alexia is back with an
'infant inconvenience', an inebriated absent husband, some murderous vampires and a group of
mechanical ladybird assassins. This novel continues straight after its prequel Changeless and
launches itself straight into the action. Alexia has become exiled from her husband due to his
doubts over the paternity of her unborn child, while he proceeds to beome the drunkest werewolf
in England she immediately becomes the most scandalous woman in London. Turned out of the
family home, unable to return to Lord Maccon, Alexia finds herself in the company of her
remaining friends, the ever faithful valet Floote and hat shop inventor Madame Lefoux. With their
help our heroine travels to Italy in search of information as to how her pregnant state is possible,
sadly that knowledge must be extracted from the Templar Knights - and they aren't too keen on
soulless women.This is the third novel in Carriger's Parasol Protectorate series and her
characters have all hit their stride. Alexia is as feisty, stubborn, endangered and resourceful as
ever. An excellent all round heroine. Her supporting characters are always a main source of
comedy, wit and extreme etiquette; in particular Floote and Professor Lyall are my favourites.
Both valet and werewolf Beta have the perfect combination of put upon servant and smart know
it all.Carriger's novels are perfect for those readers looking for something a little different in their
fantasy genre. Their mixture of adventure, steampunk, alternative history, romance and action
makes them unputdownable (if such a term exists). Im already looking forward to the next novel
Heartless.”

PJ, “loved it !. This is such a good book series, the characters are hilariously unique and the
storyline are action packed and so unexpected. I did miss interactions between Alexia and her
husband for most of the books so hopefully I can read more of their verbal sparring in the next
book.”

Christine, “Great series...... Having purchased what I didn't realise was the fifth book in this very
witty series some time ago, it had sat in my TBR pile waiting to to read. I purchased the first book
in the series Soulless and was hooked!Alexis and Conall's latest adventure sees Alexis leaving
England with Genevieve and Floote after Conall's rejection of the now pregnant Alexis. Their
travels in Europe are dogged by vampires determined to kill Alexis. Meanwhile Conall realises



his mistake and issues a very pubic apology...throw into this mix the disappearance of Lord
Akeldama, a cross Queen Victoria and a very put upon Beta Randolf Lyall and a very drunk
werewolf who has to go groveling after his wife.... and you get a very entertaining and funny tale!”

Crinkly, “very enjoyable. So refreshing to have a heroine who gets out of breath. Interesting plot,
and some nice character development.The americanisms continue to be distracting. This time,
the worst was the repeated use of 'ladybug' instead of the English word 'ladybird'. Since it was
relevant to the plot, it cropped up often enough to be very irritating.I realise that I would have
exactly the same problem If I were writing a novel requiring Americanisms, but the solution is
simple - get a proof reader of the right nationality! I volunteer! These are great books, it is such
a pity they are consistently interrupted with distracting terms.”

The book by Gail Carriger has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 708 people have provided feedback.
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